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Federal Participation in Scientific Work 
By DR. KARL 1. COMPTON 
President, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
I T IS interesting first to think about the magni- tude of the scientific work done by the Gov- 
ernment. Mr. Watson Davis, Editor of Scicnce 
News Lelkr with which many of you are doubtless 
familiar, made a survey of the amount of expendi- 
ture by all organizations in the country per year 
for scientific work, and came to the conclus~on 
that the figure was not far from one hundred 
million dollars. One of his colleagues in the Na- 
tional Research Council made a survey of ex- 
penditures in the Federal Government, and found 
that here the figure was approximately fifty 
million dollars. I t  is thus seen that about half of 
the scientific work in the country is carried on by 
the Federal Government. 
This scientific work by the Government is dis- 
tributed among a number of bureaus. These 
Government bureaus are all organi~ed under one 
department or another. Each bureau has a chief, 
ordinarily appointed by the secretaries of the 
departments concerned, and confirmed by 
Congress. 
Since chiefs of bureaus have t o  be confirmed 
by Congress, there may be a great deal of political 
pressure over the appointment. In spite of this, 
however, one of the very fine things about the 
scientific bureaus of our Government is the extent 
to which they have been kept free from political 
appointments. Perhaps it is because only about 
one half of one percent of the budget is involved. 
The secretaries have very frequently sought the 
best technical advice possible in the appointment 
of one of these bureau heads, and have generally 
followed advice given. 
Perhaps the most important type of problem 
that these bureaus face is that of their program. 
I believe one of the most important things that 
will have to be solved in the efficient operation of 
these bureaus is to find some way whereby the 
chiefs can plan ahead for their programs, in order 
that they may deal with the most important prob- 
lems for the people of the country as a whole and 
yet do  so without running the risk of losing the 
appropriat~ons under which they Carry on their 
work. 
Another difficult problem is that of the transfer 
or consolidation of bureaus. This again runs into 
difficulties of a very human type. No department 
secretary likes to see his organization weakened 
by the loss of a bureau. It implies perhaps that 
his administration is not efficient, reduces the 
number of people over whom he has charge, and 
also reduces the appropriation for his work. Thus 
a transfer, however well defended, meets no easy 
path In being put into effect. 
These are typical problems, and I wdl give a 
few examples of some experiences of our Science 
Advisory Board in attempting to aid in their 
solution. 
The Science Advimry Board was appointed by 
the President nearly two years ago. The appoint- 
ment came a s  a surprise to all of us. The Board is 
composed of fifteen men, pretty generally distrib- 
uted among the fields of science. The purpose of 
its formation was t o  advise the Government in 
such matters a s  might be referred to it by Gov- 
ernment officials. However, no funds were pro- 
vided for the operations of the Board. The Rocke- 
feller Foundation, being greatly interested in 
matters of government relations, etc., very gener- 
ously made an appropriation to cover operations 
over the two years of the Board's existence, terrni- 
nating July 31st next. The Board has held meet- 
ings on an average of every two months, but has 
operated almost entirely by the work of commit- 
tees. I t  has been the finest board I have ever 
known, in that every member who has been physi- 
cally able t o  do so has taken in hand every prob- 
lem referred to him and proceeded as if he had sole 
responsibility for seeing the thing through. T h a  
committees have hen selected from the entire 
scientific permnnel of the country for particular 
assignments. 
One of the ftst problems that ume  to the 
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Board was a problem of the Bureau of Standards, 
in the Department of Commerce. The Bureau of 
Standards was established about thirty years ago 
for certain definite technical purposes. One was t o  
maintain national standards of measurement and 
to conduct the research necessary for the develop- 
ing of such standards. Another purpose was the 
calibration of certain instruments in terms of 
definite standards. A third was to develop im- 
proved methods of measurement and a fourth 
to deterniine physical constants when such data 
are of great importance t o  the public, and not 
otherwise available. 
During the war the Bureau of Standards ex- 
panded tremendously. Because of its laboratory 
facilities, it became a tool very useful to the gov- 
ernment in the development of information for 
war purposes. 
After the war, the Bureau was faced with the 
problem of curtailment. I t  then embarked upon a 
pol~cy of advertising for consulting purposes, 
thereby hoping to render a valuable service t o  
industry and keep its organnation intact. Then 
the depression came along and the Bureau's ap- 
propriations shrank again. In fact, in the attempt 
to balance the government budget the scientific 
services were hit more heavily than any other 
servlces of the government. 
The Bu~eau of Standards suffered a reduction 
of approxin~ately 50 per cent in 1932 and 1933. 
That was more serious than would appear on its 
face, as will be seen in the following situation 
The Bureau of Standards had h e n  found very 
useful to the government for a number of pur- 
poses, especially for making tests on materials 
purchased by the government bureaus, for it was 
the logical place to set up the standards for the 
purchases of government supplies such as blan- 
kets, tires for trucks, thermometers, etc. 
This work had grown to such an extcn't that 
approximately half of the budget of the Bureau 
of Standards was being used in testing the govern- 
ment materials. When the budget was slashed in 
half, it was not possible to quit the testing of 
Government materials, and it is easy to see how 
the real program was nearly wiped out. 
Certain steps were taken t o  remedy the two 
situations described. One was to stop entirely 
consulting for individual industrial firms. An- . 
other was t o  drop some of the less important 
projects. Then there was the work on the setting 
of commercial standards This, wh~ch had been 
headed by the Bureau, has been transferred 
largely to the American Standards Association. 
The Science Advisory Board codperated with the 
D~rector of the Budget in making a strong case 
for the basic irnportance of those things left on 
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the program in an endeavor to get sufficient funds 
to carry the work through. 
Another type of problem which came before us 
was in connection with the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
The old saying that  nobody ever does anything 
about the weather is not strictly true, for the 
Weather Bureau does do something - it records 
and tries t o  predict it. The Weather Bureau has 
worked out a method which is excellent in many 
respects. I t  is based largely on precedent. Reports 
are obtained from different parts of the country 
pertaining t o  various meteorological conditions 
and maps are drawn. By long experience with 
similar maps, the weather forecasters are able to 
predict rather accurately what will happen next. 
Within the last few years there has been de- 
veloped in Norway a method known as the "Air- 
mass Analysis" method, baaed on a study of the 
motion of the great air masses which keep flowing 
across the continent. 
The operation of this new method is greatly 
facilitated by sending up airplanes or balloons 
provided with recording instruments to find out 
conditions in the atmosphere not only along the 
ground but as high up a s  these instruments can be 
sent. A three-dimensional map of the atmosphere 
is obtained. By this means it is possible to predict 
with far greater precision than before what the 
weather changes are going t o  be and when they 
will occur. 
The Science Advisory Board recomniendecl 
that this air mass analysis method be adopted in 
the Weather Bureau. This was approved, but its 
adoption has encountered several difficulties. 
One was cost, for it costs more to send up balloons 
than not to send up balloons. Fortunately there 
were a number of other bureaus in the govern- 
ment interested in accurate weather prediction. 
The War and Navy Departments need knowledge 
of the weather. The Department of Commerce 
through the Bureau of &ronautics operates the 
Air Mail service and, of course, is very much 
interested. These bureaus were all ready to co- 
operate. 
The Army and Navy were able to furnish 
planes to send up for the data, so that there was no 
cost for planes or gasoline since the flying was 
done as a part of the routine training procedure 
of these services. At various stations all over the 
country the pilots who went up regularly took 
along special recording meteorological instru- 
ments and on landing handed them to  a weathr 
bureau man who sent the data to headquarters. 
The Department of Conlmerce ccdperated by the 
saving of some money through helping to reduce 
duplications in reportmg weather data. 
Engineers were critical of the Weather Bureau 
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because they could not get enough information 
regarding the amount of water which flows down 
the rivers. They could not get sufficiently accu- 
rate data on wind velocity for some of thew cal- 
culations on the stmngth of buildings. But it was 
rather difficult to find fault with the Weather 
Bureau service on that  soore, because practically 
all information along these lines is obtained for 
nothing. Over four thousand weather "fans" all 
over the country read meteorological ~nstruments 
as a hobby and send in reports without cost to the 
government except for the instruments and the 
messages. But it is necessary to have inapeaors 
to get around more frequently to talk to these 
men and see that their instruments are properly 
calibrated. 
One of the most interesting problems run into 
in improving Weather Bureau service is the train- 
ing of personnel. T o  put into effect the air mass 
analysis method requires a degree of training 
in the technique of this method which the present 
Weather Bureau staff did not have to learn. 
Consequently a program of tminmg is necessary 
and there is a certain difficulty in getting trained 
men for thin program. 
One way would be to discharge the present staff 
and set up civil service examinations which would 
take into the Bureau men with proper qualifica- 
tions. There arc two difficulties here. One is the 
humanitarian objection to dropping faithful pub- 
lic servants unnecessarily, and the second is that  
there are not enough people in the country who 
have the training t o  pass these examinations. 
Only two schools in the country are qual~fied to 
give the courses on thia method, the California 
Institute of Technology and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 
The Navy had adopted this new method of 
forecasting some years before. It has a goodly 
number of competent men who have been trained 
by detailing them for duty a s  graduate students to 
learn the air-mass analysis technique a t  one of the 
above mentioned institutions. The desirable thing 
to do would be for the government t o  grant leave 
of abaence on pay t o  some of the Weather Bureau 
staff to enable them to take a year's postgraduate 
work and build up a small group - perhaps ten 
a year over a period of five years - trained in 
this work. It 1s possible to grant the leaves of ab- 
sence but there is no money available for these 
men to live on while on leave without special 
Congressional appropriation. 
Another interesting field of scientific work by 
the government is the Mapping Service. That, 
perhaps, comes closer to you in the libraries than 
the other services which I have mentioned, since 
maps are in great public demand. For a great 
many years recommendations have been made 
from time to time advocating the consolidation of 
these mapping eervices in the interests of effi- 
ciency. We were asked by the Director of the 
Budget to investigate this matter anew and after 
examination convinced ourselves that wholesale 
consolidation would not be in the interest of 
eficicncy. In other words, those bureaus which 
used maps as tools should be allowed to handle 
their own tools. The case is different for buleaus 
whose sole objective is to produce maps. For ex- 
ample, it would be possible to put them all under 
one chief, -the most progressive, forward-look- 
ing marl to be found. It would be possible to shift 
personnel from one part of the country to another 
in different seasons depending upon conditions 
most favorable for the survey work. For example, 
if the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the topo- 
graphical branch of the Geological Survey were 
consolidated, estimates indicate that it should be 
possible to save between 10 and 20 percent of the 
cost of an extensive mapping program. 
A big program of mapping lies ahead. Our 
country is the only one of the "civilized" coun- 
tries of the world which ia not entirely mapped to 
the internationally accepted scale of accuracy. 
I t  is less than half so mapped. There is a huge 
amount of work yet to be done, and this IS an 
ideal type of emergency work project in which the 
administration is known to be very much inter- 
ested. I t  would necessitate the hiring of civit engl- 
neers, camp cooks, rod men, truck drivers, and 
many laborers to cany the project through. The 
work done would be not only work that must be 
done eventually, but it is work that would in- 
volve a definite saving to the country through 
avoidance of duplicating surveys for temporary 
purposes in districts not now surveyed by stand- 
ard methods. 
A recommendation looking toward consolida- 
tion along these lines was received favorably and 
so reported to the press, but obstacles soon arose 
in regard to the proper location of the proposed 
consolidated service and also in regard to the legal 
authority to effect the necessary transfers. In the 
meantime there may be a possibility of real- 
izing some of the desired economies through 
a cdrdinating board w~ th  certain advisory 
powers in respect to the organization of new 
projects. 
The Department of Agriculture has some very 
interesting problems I will mention briefly only 
one outstanding difficulty. Of the eighteel1 or so 
bureaus in the Department of Agriculture, ten 
are scientific. Each bureau has a chlef and these 
chiefs are of equal grade except for seniority. 
Over these chiefs there is the Secretary, who is 
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changed every four or eight years and is a political 
appointee, and the Assistant Secretary is also 
likely to change along with the Secretary. There 
is no permanent, technically qualified cobrdinat- 
ing officer over these bureaus, and the natural 
result is that they are practically autonomous. 
Duplication of effort, competition and lack of 
coordination are inevitable, and exist to an un- 
fortunate degree The  thing needed is a change 
in organization which will cobrdinate research, - 
such an arrangement as would a t  once be put into 
effect in any efficient industrial organization. The 
idealsolution would appear to be the appointment 
of a quasi-permanent technical head of scientific 
work as an Assistant Secretary or as a Cotlrdi- 
nator ol Scientific Work in the Department. The 
success of such a plan would, of course, depend 
critically upon the ability t o  find and secure the 
services of a man of high scientific qualifications, 
good administrative ability and of personal 
character to gain the cotlperative respect of the 
Bureau chiefs a s  well as the confidence of the Sec- 
retary. In the absence of such a solution there is 
now in operation a departmental coordinating 
committee which has some value but which falls 
far short of achieving the desired effectiveness in 
codrdination and farsighted planningof the scien- 
tific work of the department. 
These are but  a few examples of the various 
types of problems which have come before the 
Science Advisory Board. In all, the Board has 
handled some forty or more projects. 
The policies of some of the foreign countries 
in regard to scientific research are quite different 
from ours. The greatest contrast is Russia. We are 
spending less than half of one per cent while 
Russia is spending more on that field than on any 
other aspect of her activities; more even than on 
military and defense programs. 
Another striking contrast is in Great Britain. 
When Great Britain ran into the depression, 
which was felt earlier there than here, instead of 
immediately curtailing scientific services, she 
increased appropriations for scientific work and 
set up scientific advisory councils composed of 
Great Britain's most prominent scientists, nomi- 
nated by the President of the Royal Society of 
London A special fund has been appropriated by 
Parliament and put a t  the disposal of the Privy 
Council lor expenditures on advice of these 
advisory councils. 
Italy has adopted a forward-looking policy 
aimed a t  stimulating research under government 
pressure. In addition to having a dearth of na- 
tional resources, Italy is trying to force industrial 
organizations t o  a scientific research program 
by means of a financial lever. No company in 
Italy is now allowed to borrow money from banks 
controlled by the Government unless it can dem- 
onstrate to the satisfaction of the Italian Research 
Council that it is carrying on a satisfactory pro- 
gram of research and development. 
I do not know how soon our present govern- 
ment will take seriously the suggestion that one 
of the ways out of the depression and one of the 
ways toward a more permanent economic security 
is through attention to some of the technical 
problems that  now stand in the way of economic 
and social development. 
I believe that  the government is gradually 
realizing the force of these arguments. Certain ~t 
is that the planners and operators of government 
policies have frequently come face to face with 
situations in which the path ahead was blocked or 
indistinct because of absence of information 
which a well defined research program might 
have afforded. For example, the control of soil 
erosion has been an objective from the beginning 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act. Many 
men have been engaged and many proposals 
made for controlling this devastating cvil. While 
many of the proposals are certainly sound in prin- 
ciple, it soon came to be realized that  there was 
not enough information in regard t o  their relative 
effectiveness under the various conditions of ap- 
plication and i t  was therefore necessary to lay out 
a careful program of scientific measurement by 
which the effectiveness of the various methods of 
erosion control could be determined. This scheme 
was outlined by a committee of the Sc~ence 
Advisory Board and is now In operation under 
the Soil Erosion Service. 
Similarly, in many other fields the Govem- 
ment agencies are discovering the necessity of 
more adequate data and better scientific methods 
in the attempt t o  put into effect an extensive 
program of national planning. We may well wish 
that the government had adequately foreseen 
this necessity many years ago so that  we might 
now have adequate knowledge t o  justify em- 
barking upon a program with a reasonable degree 
of confidence as t o  its success. In any  case, how- 
ever, the securing of this essential knowledge 
should not longer be delayed, and I am convinced 
that there could be no wiser expenditure of gov- 
ernment funds a t  the present time than in the 
strengthening of its scientific bureaus t o  enable 
them to  secure the needed information as rapidly 
as possible with the advisory cotlperation of the 
best technical talent in the country. 
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A Philosophy for the Special Librarian 
By RUTH McG. LANE 
Vail Libranan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
A Cobrdination of Some Recent Philosophical Thorights as Expressed i n  Library Literature and a 
Suggestron for Their APplication lo Special Librarianship 
T H E  library profession is about t o  begin the tenth year of its second half-century I t  was 
born 59 years ago, a promising younger member 
of the professional family of books. I ts  ancestry 
traces back t o  the mediaeval monasteries and the 
invention of printing. Electrical engineering as a 
profession was born 53 years ago. I t  also traces its 
ancestry back through the middle ages to the 
guilds of merchants and craftsmen. Between the 
two professions there is a striking parallel even in 
the face of one vital, temporary, discrepancy. 
Electrical engineering has been accorded wide 
recognition as a profession. Librarianship has not 
attained the professional dignity which it craves. 
Why? 
Dr. W. E. Wickenden, President of Case School 
of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio, has said: 
"The marks of a profession include not only a body 
of knowledge and an  elaborate technique, but also 
a clear and articulate conception of social func- 
tion and duty. A profession, to have recognition, 
must define itself in terms of social function and 
personal qualifications, as well as specific activi- 
ties."' In other words a profession, after self-cr~ti- 
cism and reflection, must state its purpose, its 
reasons for being, its philosophy. I t  must prove 
that  it is contributing constructively to the prog- 
ress of human society. Electrical engineering has 
done this. Librarianship has not. But my thesis is 
that  librarianship has just as clear a philosophy as 
electrical engineering, even as the entire engineer- 
ing profession. It has simply not been interpreted 
in articulate form. 
Library literature of recent years has chal- 
lenged the  profession again and again to state its 
aims, define its goals, and claim its place in the 
professional world. We are willing to admit, I 
think, that  up t o  the time of the World War 
librarians had been well occupied with developing 
mechanics, ~erfecting techniques, and evolving 
economics. The amazing contribution of libraries 
to the amelioration of war conditions awoke the 
profession a t  large to a new conception of its 
worth and a process of self-examination began 
which lasted over a decade. By 1926, the semi- 
centennial year, such projects were on foot as the 
Library Survey, Classification of Library Per- 
1 0  
sonnel, Standardization of Library schools, the 
Charters curriculum studies, and a study of Adult 
education which led t o  wide expansion of the 
Library Extension movement into special State 
projects and County library systems. In a few 
years the Graduate Library School was estab- 
lished a t  the University of Chicago; the Carnegie 
Corporation donated an  annual contribution for 
scholarships in aid of advanced study in library 
science; and the Library Quarterly, "a journal of 
investigation and discussion in the field of library 
science," was begun with the specific purpose of 
publishing the results of research studies. 
I enumerate these activities which have to do 
with the library profession as a whole because we 
special hbrarians are an  integral part of the larger 
body, and because I hope to prove to you that we 
form the most progressive group in that body, the 
group which has it in its power to offer a definite 
pldosophy for the profession as a whole. 
All these projects attained a measure of suc- 
cess, but something was still lacking. Voices of 
criticism, open or implied, continued to rise above 
the roar of activity. "Librarians are lacking in a 
comprehensive view of their profession." "We 
have taken little time to philosophize over our 
motives or our status." "I t  is difficult to detect 
improvement in the professional status of the 
librarian." Then in 1933 there appeared a volume 
-two volumes, to be exact - which caused a 
volcanic eruption of protest. The Report of Presi- 
dent Hoover's Committee on a Survey of recent 
social trends gave scant recognitiotl to the library 
profession -in fact, mentioned it only m i -  
dentally, even tho many librarians had helped 
in gathering facts for the Survey. ' 
The philosophically-minded accepted the chal- 
lenge with a knowing smile. Now, if ever, was the 
time to produce that philosophy of librananship 
so long demanded. Now, if ever, could the profes- 
sion be aroused t o  the importance of its formula- 
tion. 
Before going further, let us briefly enumerate 
the factors in the problem and state a few defini- 
tions so that our meaning will be clear. 
We have mentioned librarianship, the library 
professzon, kbrary sczence, research, and plri!oso- 
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phy. We have said that librarianship, to be recog- 
nized as a profession, must state its philosophy. 
What do we mean by these terms? What do we 
mean by philosophy? Not the classical idea of 
philosophy as the  investigation of general princi- 
ples, laws, or causes in an attempt to explain the 
universe. We need not concern ourselves with 
rationalism, materialism, idealism (tho both en- 
gineers and librarians are idealists), pragmatism 
and the other schools of philosophic thought, 
except as bases for our own life philosophien. The 
philosophy we seek professionally is the more 
limited, applied philosophy which shall explain 
the aims, the functions, the reasons for the exist- 
ence of libraries and librarians in the complicated 
social structure of the  modern world-an a p  
plied social philosophy. 
We seek this philosophy, this statement of aims 
and functions, primarily t o  establish our reputa- 
tion as a profession. What do we mean by profes- 
sion? By profeuion we mean (as Dr Wickenden 
said)l a distinctive body of organized knowledge 
and technique, administered by a body of persons 
with a definite conaption of their social function 
and duty. The mere mention of such a definition 
stimulates a natural bristling of our pride. Why, 
of course -we have all that - what's the matter 
anyway ? 
Have you ever seen in print an impressive ex- 
planation, an adequate definition, of that eocial 
functlon of librarianship? 
That brings us to the term litrarianship. There 
have been many excellent defin~tions. One recent 
one suggests "the transmission of the accu- 
mulated experience of society t o  its individual 
members thru the instrumentality of the book."' 
Another which is specially applicable t o  this 
Group consideration was given by Miss Donnelly 
in her address before the American Library Asso- 
ciation in 1928.' She compared the definitions of 
engineering and librarianship. Engineering: the 
a r t  of directing the great sources of power in na- 
ture for the use and convenience of man. Libra- 
rianship: the a r t  of directing the great sources of 
power in books for the use and convenience of 
marl. The close parallel between the two profes- 
sions, of which I spoke earlier, is here evident. 
Engineering works with tangible inetruments, 
spectacular machines. Librarianship works with 
intangible thoughts, the hidden mechanism of the 
human mind. The  instrument of the printed page 
which mirrors the  human mind, though less spec- 
tacular than the million-volt generator, is equally 
inspiring: and is basic t o  the development of the 
generator. But the profession dealing with the 
spectacular machine has won the greater recog- 
nition. 
Many of the definitions of librarianship insist 
upon the phrase "library sciena." In the hrst 
article of the first issue of the Library Qvarkrly 
Dr. Williamson' questions the right of library 
service t o  call itself library science. " Ia there, or 
can there be, such a thing as library science?" he 
queried; and then went on to show that reeearch 
in library science was absolutely necessary t o  the 
development of library service as a profession. 
That was in 1931. What h a w  we accompliahed 
since then? Library periodicals have been full of 
articles on reading interests, methods made more 
scientific, surveya, greater publicity - but we 
librarians are still looked upon as technicians 
skilled in the handling of boob rather than as 
members of a'profwion with a poeition of impor- 
t a n a  in the social organism. 
The workof these years, following Dr. William- 
son's very timely advice, has been of vital impor- 
t ana .  I t  has definitely established a library sci- 
ence. I t  has collected and organized facts about 
our techniques. We are simply on the verge of 
overdoing it in the typical American manner 
which plunges us into new ideas, new schemes, 
with such public vehemence that we too often 
lose our footing, fall over the cliff, and become 
engulfed in the wavw, of temporary enthusiasm. 
The relationship between science and philosophy, 
however, is very close. Where science specifies, 
philosophy generalizes. In every field of knowl- 
edge t h e n  is progression from the specific to the 
general. Library ecience constructs the catalog. 
L~brary philosophy should explain it to the com- 
munity concerned. T o  any who are interested in 
this philosophical interpretation of librarianship 
I recommend a little book called "Sources of a 
science of education," by Professor John Dewey.' 
Dr. Williamson, in the Library Quarterly article 
previously mentioned, suggests the substitution 
of the term, library, for education throughout the 
book, and it is a most interesting experiment. Dr. 
Pierce Butler, in his "An introduction to library 
science," stated the case for our scientific apeci- 
fications. (I recommend this slender volume also 
to your attention and, in connection with it, be 
sure to read the discussion of Dr. Butler's views 
by Arthur Berthold in the Young Librarian pages 
of the Wilson Bulletin for October 1933.1) Dr. 
Butler recognizes the close connection between 
scientific research and the theory which is basic to 
philosophy and claims that this rapidly develop- 
ing library science is our professional philosophy. 
With the latter statement Mr. Berthold disagrees 
and mentions a certain discussion of recent re- 
search theses in professional scl~ools by Dr. 
Flexner.' 
And so we have arrived a t  our last definition - 
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research. Here lies our greatest problem in ter- 
minology. In a single R a n t  article comprising 
two pages of print five different combinations of 
the word, rcsearch, were used: reazarch librarian, 
m a r c h  assistant, research secretary, research 
director, faculty research assistant. Furthermore, 
two other expressions were applied to the same 
type of l~brary work: reference librarian, and 
reader's adviser. To  members of S. L. A., espe- 
cially t o  members of this Science-Technology 
Group, that  term research is SO self-evident tha t  to 
define i t  in concim words e m s  almost sacrile- 
gious. The spirit of research is in our very blood. 
All our work is done in the contagion of i ts  in- 
spiration. We are where we are because we love 
the intricacies of its demands for the systematic 
investigation of phenomena, the cdrdination of 
facts found, and the crystallization of all existing 
howledge on a special subject. Because we of all 
librarians understand the meaning of pure m- 
search, I maintain, not only that we are capable 
of formulating a professional philosophy, but also 
that we owe it t o  our profess~on to do so. The key- 
note of library phdosophy is i11spirational and 
crealive research. 
The dearth of articles of a philosophical nature 
in library literature is deplored by Dr. J. P. Dan- 
ton in his "Plea for a philosophy of librarian- 
ship" in the Library Quarterly for October 1934,8 
which by the way is in my estimation a most 
stimulating dissertation. He enumerates five 
results of the formulation of a philosophy: 
1. Recognition of the library in our social 
cosmos. 
2. Validation of our evolving library science. 
3. Consciousness of our purpose. 
4. Explanation of personnel distinctions. 
5. Recognition of professional unity. 
I think we will all agree with h ~ s  belief that library 
philosophy must be derived from predominat~ng 
social ideals. I t  must be a modern interpretation 
of individual needs plus a strong sense of social 
responsibility. What then are our functions in the 
modern social order? 
"Middletown," that dynamic study of con- 
temporary life by the Lynds,' described the func- 
tions, the major lifeactivities, of a typical Ameri- 
can community. One of the conclusions reached 
was that Middletown is conscious of d~screpancies 
in its social system but is loath to change. Middle- 
town does not like to think. 
The Report of President Hoover's committee 
on Social trends '0 continues in greater detail the 
explanation of American social and economic 
forces. Some of the Committee's findings are. 
modern life is specially complicated in the U. S.; 
there is great indifference to interrelat~on among 
parts of  our huge social structure; social change is 
constant, but irregular; synchronism is lacking in 
the developments of our technological and eco- 
nomic organization; this constant social change is 
producing problems which reguire k e n  individual 
thought and rtscarch, and one of these problems 
is the recognition of the intimate relationships 
between aocial techniques, intercats, education 
and purposes. As librarians we are able to interpret 
these interrelationships t o  those Middletown 
readers who do nat  want to think. 
The implications of all this for the library pro- 
fession were emphatically stated by J. H. Shera in 
the Library Quarkrly for October 1933.u Mr. 
Shera affirmed that  the library must be recog- 
nized as the product of social and economic 
foras ;  that the library is not an inert, static ad- 
junct of contemporarycivilization, but a dynamic, 
mobile phenomenon responsive in every way 
t o  the vicissitudes of social organization; and that 
future library progress demands a basic, all-in- 
clusive plan of dewlopment cdrdinated with our 
economic and social life. Progress, Mr. Shera sad, 
must come from socialized thought and action. 
Librarians must &ate vision and venturesome 
leadership; they must engage in self-criticism and 
more radical professional thought. They should 
be thankful for the raw material in "Social 
trends" for the reconstruction opportunities it 
offers rather than feel slighted because the library 
profession was not included in the Survey. And so 
the library profession began to plan - Wrdina- 
tion of library resources, regional libraries, na- 
tional support - but Will Rogers says the best 
place for plans is in a nut shell where most plans 
start, and the shell should not be cracked' Some 
planning there must be, nevertheless, but we 
must guard against those American extremes of 
enthushsm. 
How many of you read Arnold K. Borden's ar- 
ticle, "Regional cotjperation," in the Library 
Journal, January 1, 19347 12 In it there is much 
food for thought, even though its suggestions are 
not new to a special I~brarian. Regional under- 
standing, pooling of resources, increasing research 
consciousness, research as a function of library 
work - all such phrases have a very familiar ring 
t o  our ears. Mr. Borden has ~roposed a plan, 
modern and cotnprehensive. We special librarians 
are ready for just such plans; for many years we 
have been preparing the way. Mr Borden is also 
phjlosophically-minded. He says the "d~recting 
force (of his plan) would need to be motivated by 
an active philosophy." Mr. Borden's position a t  
thc University of Pennsylvania by the way is one 
of these new (7) Research librarian positions 
sponsored by the Carnegie corporation. Mr Kil:g 
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described his similar position a t  Cornell Univer- 
sity in Special Libraries for February 1934.Ia 
Highly though I commend the enthusiastic rccog- 
nition of these positions, I question the use of the 
title "research librarian" a s  something new in the 
library world. Where have the rest of us been that 
our existence means so little t o  the profession a t  
large? We have evrdently not justified our posi- 
tion in the library cosmos, and, if not in our own 
professional cosmos, what recognition can we ex- 
pect in thegreatersocial wsmosin which weseekit? 
The tcrm ''s#eciaJ librarian" means nothing to 
the world a t  large. Research librarian has more 
dignity, but little more meaning. And so we mud 
give expression to that philosophy which we all 
have and when it is adequately expressed we must 
proclaim it loudly so that the world, the profes- 
sional world a t  least, will understand. My formu- 
lation is only a suggestion. I hope this Group will 
accept it and perfect i t  as  our contribution to 
librarianship a s  a profession. 
We are technical research librarians. Our 
libraries were established because our clientele - 
scientists, technologists, engineers - required a 
high degree of intellectual energy and coiipera- 
tion. We belong to creative organizations. Our 
work is research work of a high order and extends 
into unusual realms of knowledge. Sometimes we 
have t o  find information not yet in print, and we 
have t o  use ingenuity and speed in finding it. Our 
own working knowledge must orient the details of 
our special technical held against a broad back- 
ground understanding of national and interna- 
tional economic and social developments. We 
must have sympathetic understanding of the in- 
dividual interests and problems of our clientele. 
We must organize and prepare for their use ail in- 
formation available in whatever form, in order 
that their efforts may be conserved for experimen- 
tation and construction. Our methodology must 
be efficient and exact, but it must be subordinate 
to the greater visualization of creative and 
cumulative knowledge in action. 
Professor Whitehead," in discussing modern so- 
cial philosophy, has said that progressive thought 
plus progressive technology make our transition 
through time a true migration into uncharted 
seas of adventure. There is unstability, there is in- 
security, but great ages have bee.n unstable ages. 
Special librarianship aims t o  keep abreast of the 
tide of creative progress surging in that sea of ad- 
venture; building storehouses of special knowl- 
edge as men produce and record it; organizing the 
printed records for future dissemination of the 
information; and guiding its use into the proper 
channels. Special librarianship shares with the 
university classroom, the engineering school 
laboratory, the scientific experiment station, the 
industrial office, the responsibility of developing a 
more perfect social and economic order for the 
good of mankind. The special librarians of this 
Science-Technology Group, working in the same 
spirit of creative research which characterizes the 
electrical engineering profession, aim to develop 
such a philosophy of leadership, cdperation and 
effectiveness a s  research workers that profes- 
sional recognition in the modern social cosmos 
cannot be denied. 
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The Executive Uses the Library 
By DR. EVERETT W. LORD 
Dean of the College of Business Adrn~nistration, Boston University 
T HE executive is the man who decides thmgs 
-with due recognition of the fact that  the 
man who decides is often a woman. In our form of 
political government great care has been exer- 
cised t o  limit the executive by providing that 
other departments of the government shall have 
the function of deciding what shall be done, - 
i.e., shall make the laws-but the effort has not 
been entirely successful. Even with rigid enforce- 
ment of the Constitution, which once again seems 
to be in favor, the chief executive of the nation 
must make the most important decisions. The 
President of the United States 1s almost a d~cta- 
tor: and in the field of business the executive 
must be a dictator. Any attempt to deprive the 
business executive of the duty and responsibility 
of making decisions has always resulted in failure 
or greatly decreased progress. 
In other fields the situation is the same. The 
captain of the ship must decide when to shorten 
sail and when t o  set the skysails; if the decision 
were t o  wait for a vote by the crew, shipwreck 
could not long be averted. The physician called to 
attend a patient must decide on the treatment to 
be prescribed: he cannot refer the case to a caucus 
or a jury, though he may consult with others. The 
teacher must set the lessons and maintain order, 
in spite of interesting pedagogical theories which 
maintain that children in school should be self- 
governed. 
In short, in all occupations and in all positions 
decisions must be made -the very life may de- 
pend upon their making-and some one must 
make them. The one who thus decides is the 
executive. 
And now, having sufficiently, I hope, defined 
the executive, let me also give my idea of a library. 
I think of a library not as a mere collection 
of books, scientifically catalogued and shelved, 
but a s  a repository of records of all sorts, a cer- 
tain source of boundless information, a conven- 
tion of reports and records and charts and graphs, 
all under the supervision and direction of a supe- 
rior type of human, whose patient perspicuity 
supplements and completes the material evi- 
dences of knowledge stored w~thin his grasp. 
Now, with my terms defined, let me go on. 
Since first one person has worked with another 
there have k e n  executives, great and small. 
Some of them have found a place in history and 
their direction of affairs has changed the world, 
but most of them arc forgotlen. Some, like Moses 
leading the children of Israel to the Promised 
Land, got their inspiration and their inforntation 
directly from God: some gathered the~r informa- 
tion themselves; and others drew upon their sub- 
ordinates and their counselors for guidance: but 
it is safe to say that only those who secured the 
facts before they made their decisions were unl- 
formly or ultimately successful. 
The man in an executive position is called upon 
to decide questions of many different kinds, many 
of them involving technical problems in part or 
whole far removed from the special sub-div~sion 
of activity in which he may claim a degree of ex- 
pert knowledge. Subordinates subm~t all kinds of 
problems t o  their executive superior and so pass 
on to him responsibdity for decisions on which the 
success of the enterprise may depend. It is vitally 
necessary that the chief give right answers to 
these questions and that he give them promptly. 
He may make an occasional mistake and still sur- 
vive as an executive, but if errors are too frequent 
they will prove fatal to the organ17ation or to the 
executive, or t o  both. 
Of old, executives often attacked their prob- 
lems with force and vigor but without extended 
knowledge: they knew little or nothing of what 
had been accomplished by others in the same or 
similar fields and so could not profit from the 
mistakes nor build upon the successes of their 
predecessors. A leading scientist once said to me, 
"There is hardly a problem in science upon which 
some one has not studied and made some progress 
towards solution, but it often happens that we 
know nothing of what others have done and 
spend years in merely repeating experiments 
which have already been performed and in reach- 
ing conclusions which have already been estab- 
lished." Self-reliance and individual initiative are 
indeed admirable characteristics but for great 
achievements we must have cotiperation and 
mutual assistance. We must use what others rrlay 
contribute. 
It has been my custom to give my freshmen 
classes a series of lectures on the mechanics of 
judgment. In these classes we have hundreds of 
future executives and business leaders and I want 
t o  Impress upon them their respnsib~lity for mak- 
ing decisions. The first rule for actlon aftcra prob- 
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lem is formulated is an obvious requirement, yet 
one that must be stated and urged, for it is too 
often neglected, even by men of some experience; 
it is simply: "Get all the facts." Until that is 
done mtelligent judgment is impossible. I t  IS true 
that one may have the information and fail to act: 
it is true that  one may have the facts and fail to 
appreciate their significance: but only with a 
full knowledge can one feel safe to act or give 
a reasonable interpretation to underlying con- 
dit~ons. 
In my work a s  an executive I have tried to use 
the findings of other people as well as my own, 
and what little success I have had has been due to 
my fortune in building upon that mater~al. That, 
I believe, is true of all directors of successful 
enterprises, whatever their nature. 
In our research laboratories thousands of pa- 
tient investigators are demonstrating facts, but 
those facts are of little use until they are recorded 
and made available to the world. It is a wise re- 
quirement that a Ph.D. dissertation be published, 
evcn though we may sometimes wonder just who 
can be interested in some of the minutiae so 
elaborately presented. 
All this points to the library as the first aid of 
the executive: there and only there is the reser- 
voir of essential information, and the executive 
who fails to draw upon it fails in his greatest re- 
source. The library 1s the storehouse in which 
supplies are kept against the hour of need. 
Thus it is to the I~brary that the prudent 
executive will turn for information before he 
launches his projects. He will ask the librarian to 
find what has been done by others before he de- 
votes his energies t o  any apparently new course of 
actron: not that  he wdl allow the results reached 
by others, or their failures, t o  be the determining 
factor in his own decisions, but that he may make 
full and honorable use of what others have ac- 
complished and avoid nmtakes which may have 
hindered accomplishment in other cases. 
For this reason in every important enterprise 
a special library becomes an essential feature of 
the organization, a s  essential, indeed, t o  the 
executive and consequently to the success of the 
enterprise, as the  chart room is t o  the  navigator 
The librarian is the high priestess of the oracles 
whom the wise executive will freely and fre- 
quently consult. No position is more important. 
T o  the skilled librarian the honest executive owes 
a meed of praise which too often has been over- 
looked. All honor t o  the one who holds that 
strategx place in the busmess organization. 
The Work of the Committee on Government 
Statistics and Information Services 
By JOSEPH B. HUBBARD 
Assrstant Professor of Busmess Economics, Harvard Graduate School of 
Business Admmistrat~on 
I AM going t o  talk in part this morning con- cerning one of the organizations developed 
with the "New Deal" which is little how11 out- 
side of Washington, but in Washington is well 
known by all those concerned in the stat~stical 
work of the federal government, and has played 
an  important part in the statistical planning of 
the New Deal. This body ie the "Committee on 
Government Statistics and Information Serv- 
ices." The Committee is not a governmental 
body, but was established jointly by the Ameri- 
can Statistical Assmiation and the Social Science 
Research Council, for the purpose of cooperating 
with ccrtain of the departments of the govern- 
ment in their statistical work Funds were sup- 
plied from private sources and not from the gov- 
ernment. The  services of the Committee were 
offered to the Departments of A@iculture, Com- 
merce, and Labor in June 1933. These services 
were promptly accepted by these three depart- 
ments. The Committee was given offices in the 
Commerce Building. An affiliated body - the 
Advisory Committee t o  the Secretary of Labor- 
was housed in the Department of Labor. 
I became familiar with the work of the Com- 
mittee through my service on its staff during the 
summer of 1933 when the work of the numerous 
New Deal agencies, especially the National Re- 
covery Administration, was getting under way. 
The members of the Committee were drawn in 
part from the universities, and in part also from 
other organizations interested in statistical work. 
The active membership of the Committee shifted 
somewhat from time t o  time; i t  has included: 
Frederick C. Mills of Columbia University; Ed- 
mund E. Day of the Rockefeller Foundation; 
Meredith B. Givens of the Social Science Re- 
search Council; Donald R. Belcher of the Ameri- 
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can Telephone and Telegraph Company; John D. 
Black of Harvard U~~iversity; Robert E. Chad- 
dock of Columbia University, Morris A. Cope- 
land of the University of Michigan; W. L. Crum 
of Harvard University; Stuart A. Rice of the 
University of Pennsylvania; W. L. Thorp of 
Amherst College; Bryce M. Stewart of the Indus- 
trial Relations Counselors; and Samuel A. Stouf- 
fer of the University of Wisconsin. 
The Committee performed two functions. The 
first of these was to assist in the study of current 
statistical problems of the various governmental 
agencies when request for such assistance was 
made. Such requests were frequent, for the Com- 
mittee, a s  a temporary non-governmental body 
outside the regular departmental organization 
and routine, was in an advantageous position to 
consider impartially the problenis arising within 
the government bureaus. There was very real 
need for services of this kind. The economy pro- 
gram of the Administration meant the drastic 
cutting down of the work done by the established 
agencies-a very difficult task for bureau offi- 
cials. In cdperation with such offic~als and in 
making recommendations, the Committee repre- 
sented the interest and point of view of the con- 
sumer of the statistical output of the government. 
With its staff, i t  comprised a body of technically 
trained men who could evaluate impartially the 
various statistical activ~ties of the governmental 
agencies. Its influence was important in maintain- 
ing the continuity of certain valuable statistical 
data which might otherwise have been lost. 
A second part of the Committee's current work 
related to the governmental agencies set up under 
the New Deal. There were two distinct problems 
in respect to the work of such bodies: first, the 
problem of the statistical techniques to he used in 
the collection of information by these agencies; 
and secondly, the problem of coordinating their 
efforts with those of the old. The first of these 
involved chiefly the drawing up of statistical 
questionnaires wh~ch would obtain the informa- 
tion required, and -an equally important point 
-would not overburden the persons from whom 
data were requested. To  an extraordinary extent, 
the work of the new statistlcal organizations was 
centered about the construction of such schedules. 
Whatever the title of a person taking a statrstical 
position in Washington, his work was pretty sure 
to consist largely of preparing statistical sched- 
des. The technical statistlcal problen~s involved 
in this work were referred, to a great degree, to 
the Committee and its staff -so largely so, 
indeed, that it became in many cases a matter of 
routine procedure. 
Much of the time of the Committee and its 
staff was devoted to the current activities w111ch 
we ]lave been discussing. They involved frequent 
conferences with administrative officials, detailed 
consideration of the statistical problems involved, 
and the PrcParatlon of memoranda on such prob- 
lems for the information of the Committee and 
the administrative officials concerned Much of 
their value obviously lay in the establishment of 
personal contacts with the governmental officials 
in charge of statistical work. 
With the new statistical work arising from the 
establishment of such agencies as the National 
Recovery Administration, the need 01 coardinn- 
tion of the various statistical activities of the gov- 
ernment was obvious from the start. I think there 
has been some misapprehension of the degree to 
whsh lack of cooperation existed when the Nem 
Deal was getting under way in 1933. So far as 
my observation of the statistical activities of the 
government went, a very high degree of suct~ co- 
operation was apparent. Certa~nly most of the 
duplications and trouble which might be expected 
from the existence of a large number of different 
statistical agencies was avoided. A good part of 
this cooperation was achieved through the Com- 
mittee on Government Statistics and Information 
Services. 
An official step toward a more lasting form of 
cooperation was made shortly after the work of 
the Comm~ttee was initiated. This consisted in the 
establishment of the Central Statistical Board,' 
an advlsory body drawn largely from governnlent 
administrative officials interested in various 
branches of statistical work. The Central Statisti- 
cal Board was created by executive order on July 
22, 1933, under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act. The Board has proved an effective body, and 
a bill has k e n  introduced to continue it under 
congressional authority. Winfield W Riefler, of 
the Federal Reserve Board Staff, has served a s  
cha~rman, and Professor Morris Copeland, one 
of the most active of the members of the Com- 
mittee on Government Statistics and Informa- 
tion Services, has served as executive secretary. 
The chief functions of the board are review and 
coordination of the statistical work of the govern- 
ment; negatively, it has been influential in foic- 
stalling unwise statistical investigations and pre- 
venting duplication of activities. The Board 1s not, 
itself, a fact-finding agency, and hasavoided such 
activity which would impair lts usefulness 3s an  
advisory, planning, and co8rdinating body. The 
establishment of the Board was strongly urged 
by the Committee on Government Statistics 
and Information Services in lts first important 
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In the aspects of its activity which have been 
described, the Committee performed yeoman 
service in facilitattng changes, forestalling too 
rapid shifting of functrons from one agency t o  
another, and in preserving continutty of valuable 
statistical materials. In addrtion to such work, 
the Committee was giving constant attention to 
the broader problem of the general organization 
of the collection and compilation of numeriwl 
data by the government, their publication, and 
the analysis of results. Intimate and constant con- 
tact with the practical working of the govern- 
mental agencies producing statistics, plus the 
detailed knowledge of specific problems and 
policies, supplied the Committee with a compre- 
hensive background in considering the more gen- 
eral problems relating t o  the government's 
statistical services. The Committee itself was 
drawn from men of the highest statistical quali- 
fieitions and achievements, with full knowledge of 
present statistical needs and of modern statistical 
technique. 
This general study began a s  soon as the Com- 
mittee and i ts  staff were set up. The Committee 
was originally established t o  operate for a year, 
from June 1933 through June 1934, and a con- 
templated extension of its fvnds to the end of 
December 1934 was later made A summary of its 
general recommendations is now being prepared 
for the printer, and certain of its tentative con- 
clusions are of general interest to the users of 
govertlmental statistics. Of chief interest are 
those relating to the problem of the govern- 
mental organization of statistical activities, which 
involves the general question of the centraliza- 
tion or decentralization of the federal statistical 
organization. This is not a new question; and be- 
fore considering the Committee's conclusions on 
this point, I shall review briefly the preceding 
discussion of the problem. 
The history of the efforts to coijrdinate statisti- 
cal research of the federal bureaus and agencies 
goes back to the period following the World War. 
Many governmental agencies set up during the 
war had undertaken statistical work of various 
kinds, and these activities had been subjected t o  
criticism on the ground that there was much dupli- 
cation of effort, confusion, and waste of funds As 
a result, the Deficiency Appropriation Act of No- 
vember 4, 1919, directed the Bureau of EH:ciency 
to investigate the scope and character of statis- 
tics needed by the Government, and the methods 
of collecting, compiling, and presenting statistical 
information by the several executive departments 
and independent Government establishments, 
and to submit to Congress a report of its findings 
together with such recommendations as it deems 
proper. 
The investigation was under the direction of 
Herbert D. Brown, and the findings were pub- 
lished by the Bureau of Eff ciency in 1922, under 
the title of the "Report on the Statistical Workof 
the United States Government." 
The recommendation of the Report was that 
the collection of statistics be, for the most part, 
centralized in a new government agency called 
"The Bureau of Federal Statistics." In accord 
with the customary departmental procedure, this 
Bureau was to consist of various divisions, one 
for Analysis and Research, and others having to 
do with Population, Farms, Factories, Occupa- 
tions, Foreign Trade, Internal Commerce, and 
Cities. The Bureau was also t o  include a Division 
of Printing and a Geographer's Division. In 
addition to the change to a centralized adminis- 
tration, these recommendations provided far im- 
portant changes in the relationship exrsting 
among the different units performing statistical 
operations. There were some exceptions to the 
general recommendation of centralization,' but 
as a whole the proposal was for a sweeping and 
far-reaching change in the entire governmental 
organization supplying statistical information. 
The recommendations were based on the ground 
of efficiency and no attempt was made "to evalu- 
ate the quality, or pass judgment on the technical 
aspects, of the statistics." The report was made to 
Mr. Hoover, the then Secretary of Commerce, 
and referred by him to the Committee on the Cen- 
sus. This was an advisory body outside the gov- 
ernment, including Professors Seligman, Doten, 
Gay, Mitchell, and others. This Committee failed 
to recommend that  the proposed reorganization 
be carried out. 
The next publication of interest on this general 
subject was the volume of Laurence F. Schmecke- 
bier of the Brookings Institute on "The Statisti- 
cal Workof the National Government," published 
in 1925. I t  forms one of the numerous volumes of 
the Service Monographs of the United States 
Government, published by the Institute for Gov- 
ernmental Research. This work is a lengthy and 
comprehensive review of the statistical activities 
of the federal governmental agencies. Inciden- 
tally, its author comments upon the question of 
centralization, and it is of interest that his conclu- 
sions in the matter are adverse. Doctor Schmecke- 
bier points out that  a large central office of 
IAa the tranafer of the Bureau of Vltal Statlatica to the 
Public Health Service of the Treasury Department, the 
recommendation that the Interatate Commerce Comrnl~ion 
contlnue to collect railroad rtatiatles, but transmit them to 
the "D~viuon of Internal Commerce Statiatm" for com- 
pilabon and publication. The corp8 of Enpineeraof the Army 
was likewise to tranamit rta data for publication to the iaut 
mentioned Bureau. 
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statistics might mean a sacrifice of accuracy. He 
indicates in addition an undoubted advantage of 
decentralization; namely, that with decentralized 
administration the man with the greatest techni- 
cal interest in his subject is in charge of the com- 
pdation of statistics in his field, and, from his 
thorough knowledge of the suhject matter and its 
ramifications, is probably best able t o  gather and 
analyre such statistics. He does, however, urge 
an agency to cobrdinate the many governmental 
organivtions carrying on statistical work. Such 
a board -the Federal Statistics Board - was 
later appoiritcd, and some efforts were made in 
the direction of coordination before the appoint- 
ment of the Central Statistical Board in 1933. 
The forthcoming recommendations of the 
Committee, in contrast with the earlier report of 
the Bureau of Efficiency, are made after the 
most careful appraisal of the economic value and 
technical validity of the stat is tm under consider- 
ation. They urge, in substance, the maintenance 
of the present division of labor and decentraliza- 
tion of authority in the compilation and publica- 
tion of the government's statistical services, 
combined with cdrdination of such services 
through the maintenance of the activities of the 
Central Statistical Board. Legislation providing 
for such a board has been introduced in Congress, 
and hearings upon the bill are now being held. 
The result under present conditions a t  Washing- 
ton cannot be predicted. Continuance of the 
Board in its present status as a part of N.R.A. 
activities is, of course, rendered obscure by the 
recent Supreme Court decision, for it seems un- 
likely tha t  Congress, if unwilling t o  authorize the 
Board by  specific legislation, would do so in its 
general remaking of the N.R.A. There can be no 
doubt that  the Board proved distinctly helpful 
as a means of cdrdination among various govern- 
mental bodies during the rapid changes of 1933 
and 1934. 
On the question of centralization, it is interest- 
ing to note that there is a considerable variation 
of practice among other countries. Diversification 
of responsibdity has been maintained in Great 
Britain and France, where there have been only 
slight attempts a t  central ~lanning. In Russia, 
considerable coiirdination has been established 
despite the maintenance of decentralization of 
collection and control. In Germany, most of the 
nation-wide inquiries are conducted by the 
Statistical Office directly, or in conjunction with 
state and municipal offices, Other departments 
collect data independently, plans and schedules 
sometimes being reviewed by the Statistical Office. 
This office also furnishes expert advice, and has 
been active in promoting standards of statistical 
work. Italy, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the 
Balkan and Scandinavian countries show a trend 
toward complete centralization. In Australia and 
Canada, a very considerable degree of integration 
has taken place. The central agencies have de- 
termined standards and forms, done a consider- 
able amount of direct collection, and some central 
tabulation of data collected by other agencies, 
They have also acted as the chief agencies for 
summarizing and reviewing statistical data. 
In its recommendation for decentralization, the 
Committee points out that the growth of the 
statistical services of the government has been 
haphazard, and that these services have eome- 
times developed in illogical places. But frequently 
the contact of statistics with other functions of 
government is responsible for their vitality, and 
this connection the Committee believes should 
be preserved. Rigidity of procedure, and the 
following of customary routines in an unthinking 
way appear most often in those agencies whose 
activities are remote from the users of the data. 
Nevertheless, much realignment will be neces- 
sary, if the services within each field are to pro- 
vide a comprehensive insight into American con- 
ditions. One of the difficulties is the unevenness 
in the methods of preparing and handling statis- 
tics as among the different governmental agen- 
cies; another, the fact that the bases upon which 
different series are collected -exports and pro- 
duction, or employment and production, for in- 
stance - are not the same. To eliminate such 
difficulties, the Committee believes that vigorous 
leadership of a cdperative and advisory charac- 
ter will be effective, and that oentral control must 
be avoided. 
The Committee points out that there are many 
instanms in which atatistical data are merely a 
by-product of the operation of a regulatory 
agency - for instance, the figures for slaughter- 
ing which result from the federal inspection of 
meats. No question arises in such a case as to 
where thts particular statistical service should 
fall. The income statistics which are obtained 
through income tax returns to the Treasury are 
another case in point. Where the statistics do not 
arise as a direct and inevitable product of the 
operations of an enforcement or regulatory 
agency, the allocation of the collection of statis- 
tics may involve some difficult questions. As the 
basis for decision, the Committee urges that the 
collection agency should be close to the technical 
problems and sources in the particular field in 
which the material in question lies. The Corn- 
mittee points out that reallocation of the responsi- 
bility for collection may sometimes be 
mry "in the interest of greater utilization of ape- 
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cialized pereonnel and advantageous contacts 
with sources." 
Regarding duplication, the Committee reaches 
an  interesting conclusion. Duplication of collec- 
tion of the statistics themselves, it, of course, 
regards as wasteful and t o  be avoided. Not only 
is it expensive, but i t  has obviously unfortunate 
adverse effects upon business organizations and 
other respondents who are the primary suppliers 
of the data required. Considerable progress has 
been made in the eliniination of such duplication, 
but much still remains to be worked out 
Regarding duplication of the  analysis of the 
data, a s  against its collection, the conclusion is 
quite the reverse. Such duplication, in the view 
of the Committee, should often be encouraged. 
I t  finds, indeed, that lack of adequate and intelli- 
gent analysis of the abundance of material avail- 
able has been a frequent weakness under the 
pmsent organization. 
The Committee recognizes that, under the de- 
centralized organization proposed, there must cx- 
ist also agencles for specialized codrdination of 
statist~cs in particular subject-matter fields. I t  
urges that key organizations be built up and 
strengthened t o  make such cotiperation effective. 
Organizations of the kind contemplated exist for 
agricult~lre in the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
nomics; for labor, in the Bureau of Labor Statis- 
tics; for population, in the Bureau of the Census. 
I t  is of particular interest that the financial 
statistics of the government prescot a serious 
problem of coordination. "Financial statistics," 
the Committee states, "are collected and ana- 
lyzed by the Federal Reserve Board, the Bureau 
of Internal Revenue, the Comptroller of the 
Currency, the Securities and Exchange Commis- 
sion, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
the Federal Home Owners' Loan Corporation, 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the 
Farm Credit Aclministration, and a number of 
other agencies." All the agencies enumerated 
publish significant and timely financial data. To 
obtain ccimlination, the Committee proposes, 
a s  a temporary expedient, a committee formed 
from these agencies to operate under the Central 
Statistical Board. 
One other of the Committee's findings in re- 
spect to statistical organization is also of general 
interest. It concludes that the field of consumer 
services requires a new federal department or an 
' independent office which would serve, among 
other things, a s  a key organiration for special 
coordination of statislical and informational serv- 
ices relating t o  the consumer. The statistical 
services which would be included relate to in- 
dividual and family consumption and expendi- 
tures, to prices which consumers pay, and to the 
national income. Consumers' data are now coni- 
piled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the 
Department of Labar and the Bureau of Home 
Economics in the Department of Agriculture, 
and among certain other agencies of the new and 
the old organizations. 
The remaining recommendations of the Com- 
mittee relate to the allocation of collection and 
tabulation, including the collection of data by 
private agencies; t o  statistical standards and 
practices; t o  personnel; and to the use of advisory 
committees from professional associations and 
other groups. These detailed recommendations 
will be included in their final printed report to be 
published shortly by the Social Science Research 
Council. A more coniprehensive account of cer- 
tain of the activities of the committee may also 
appear in the publications of the Anlerican 
Statistical Association. These forthcoming pub- 
lications, the 1925 volume by Doctor Schmecke- 
bier upon "The Statistical Work of the United 
States Government," and the so-called "Brown 
Report" of the Bureau of Eficiency in 1922 are 
the chief documents relating to the statistical 
work of the federal government. To  thex  should 
be added the reports of the Central Statistical 
Board: an interim report issued in February 1934, 
and an annual report now in process of publica- 
tion. 
CURRENT F I N A N C I A L  LITERATURE 
To this treatment of the work of the Commit- 
tee on Government Statistics and Information 
Services, it has been suggested that I add an 
appraisal of the relatwe value of various publiw- 
tions in the current literature upon financial 
subjects, particularly with a view to their perrna- 
nence. 
I have great skepticism in any appraisal of the 
value which the future will attach to recent 
publications in finance, business, and economics. 
Rut I realize that choice has to be made by 
librarians from one day t o  the next, and I have 
certain conclusions about the present literature in 
this field which may be of interest. 
I t  is nly conclusion that a very large proportion 
of the best discussion of the past few years has 
appeared in magazine art~clcs, chiefly in monthly 
and quarterly publications. Only a general 
library could, of course, be expected to have a 
suficiently large collection of such magazines to 
cover the field. For a snlaller library, the dificulty 
might be met by certain books of selections 
which have been recently published. This diffi- 
' National lnmmc in the Department of Commerce. for 
instance 
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culty the editors of "Current Economic Policies" 
had in mind when the book was brought out last 
fall. "Current Economic Policies" reprints over 
45 articles, selected from the periodical literature 
of 1933 and 1934, in the economic aspects of 
government policy. Professor Horace Taylor of 
Columbia has edited a collection of reprints from 
current discussions from a somewhat ddferent 
point of view. Jts title is "Contemporary Prob- 
lems." 
A further comment may be added regarding 
periodical literature. For current discussions of 
economic and financial conditions in Canada and 
England, I have found the monthly publications 
of the banks in these countries especially helpful. 
I refer to such reports as those issued by the Mid- 
land Bank and the Westminster Bank in Eng- 
land, and by the Bank of Nova Scotia and the  
Royal Bank of Canada in Canada. You are all 
familiar with the similar publications of our own 
banks, such as the Guaranty Survey and the  
Monthly Letter of the National City Bank. A 
file of documents of this kind may well prove of 
some permanent value for the future. 
Along with periodical discussion, and partly 
as an offshoot from it, there have appeared a 
considerable number of booh,  which, for lack of 
a better title, have been referred t o  as "timely" 
books. These are often short and inexpensive; I 
refer t o  such books as Professor Sprague's "Re- 
covery and Common Sense "; " Kemmerer on 
Money "; Colonel Leonard P. Ayres' "The Eco- 
nomics of Recovery"; Eleanor Dulles, "The 
Dollar, The Franc, and Inltation." There are 
many others, some of greater length than those 
mentioned. The great outpouring of such books, 
the improvement and expansion of magazine 
discussion on economic and financial subjects - 
including even the establishment of new maga- 
zines during a period of depression - is t o  be 
regarded a s  simply an integral part of the dis- 
turbance through which we have been passing in 
recent years. The outpouring of books is in itself 
of very real historic interest, in which each of 
them will share. Some may share because of their 
success (if any have such success) in presenting 
a picture of today which will be recognized as 
sound five, ten, or fifty years later. Others may 
prove of interest only a s  vagaries in the history 
of human thought, and drop into the class of the 
theories of advocates of the Assignats in France 
some 150 years ago. Profound differences of 
opinion are an outstanding feature of much of 
this literature. I t  is perhaps not surprising that  
the most orthodox opinions seem to have been 
best justified by the course of economic develop- 
ments so far. Rut the permanent value of any 
one of the recent books can be determined only 
in the future. 
If we must choose and pick among the tm~ka 
now offered, the only serviceable basis of selection 
seems to be our particular interest in the field 
covered, or the  standing of the author Certain 
of the books have a broader scope than the general 
run; among them Lionel Robbins' volume on 
"The Great Depression" may be mentioned. 
I t  is a thoroughly workmanlike job covering the 
problems of the depression' in a comprehenswe 
fashion. The point of view is orthodox. For less 
orthodox opinion, Warren and Pearson's two 
books- the earlier entitled "Prices," and th'e 
latter "Gold and Prices" - may be mentioned. 
One important characteristic of recent publica- 
tlons in such fields has been the exte'nsive use of 
statistical material For this, the development of 
statistical technique and statistical data d'urmg 
the preceding decade paved the way. An obvious 
danger is involved, t o  which I wish to make 
reference in closing. This is the danger of accept- 
ing as conclusive proof such statistical data as 
may be advanced in support of a given thesis in 
the type of cliscussions with which we are dealing. 
Statistics, competently handled, are an indis- 
pensable tool for the understanding of current 
developments, they are equally capable of mis- 
use, and must be accepted only warily when ad- 
vanced as rigorous proof. Rarely do they furnish 
proof; moat of the time they can only supply 
evidence, the value of which is often dependent 
upon technical statistical considerations. Yet 
they have a t  times been advanced as conclusive 
proofs of arguments logically faulty and with 
little contact with the economic and sacial 
realities. 
Association Activities 
T HE Executive Board, a t  its meeting with thc Advisory Council on Tuesday, June l l th,  
approved of the establ~shment of the Technical 
Book Review Index. The first number is planned 
for late September. This project of the Associa- 
tion, was first discussed a t  the meeting of the Ex- 
ecutive Board on June 22, 1934. The articles that 
appeared in the October 1934, and January 1935 
issues of SPECIAL LIDRARIES, and the current re- 
port of the chairman in this issue give full details 
of the Index. This publication will be one of the 
most useful tools for technical librarians, and 
indicates great strides in the service to this group, 
including the public, college and special libra- 
ries. An extremely interesting sample page was 
distributed a t  this meeting, and did much to 
visualize the project for the members. 
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At the 1934 Convent~on, the Connecticut 
Chnptcr was added to our list of local associat~ons. 
1935 finds two dddit~onal Chapters- that of the 
Albany Cap~tol District, and the New Jersey 
Chapter The format~on of the Albany Chapter 
had bcen approved at  the February meeting of 
the Executive Board The New Jersey Chapter, 
orgar~ized a t  a meeting in April, was approved a t  
thc Executive Board meetmg June 11th 
The members of the Executwe Board and the 
Advisory Council in session June 11, 1935, were 
grieved to hear of the death of one of the Asso- 
ciation's older members, and the following resolu- 
tion was presented and spread on the minutes: 
In the death of our honored assoc~ate, William 
Parker Cutter, the members of the Special LI- 
braries Assoc~at~or~ share with h ~ s  many fr~ends a
sense of endur~ng loss 
Smce the inception of the Special L~braries As- 
soc~ation, Mr. Cutter had been an actlve, crea- 
tive and loyal member. He  has served on our 
Executwc Board; he has been a frequent con- 
t r~butor  to our professional d~scuss~on both a t  
meetmgs and In the columns of SPECIAL LIBRA- 
RIES, LO h ~ s  ingenu~ty and vision we owe our 
"S ta t~s~ics  on Commod~t~cs Chart": his work on 
a busmess class~ficat~on is the outstandmg de- 
velopmer~t in this field. 
It had l m n  wlth much distress that his fr~encls 
had heard of his illness and many had counted on 
an opportunity to v m t  Inm durm the Conven- 
tlon. The news of h ~ s  pdSSlng on b a y  20, 1935, 
came as a great shock In recording the loss sus- 
tained by the Special L ~ b r a r ~ e s  Associat~on the 
members of the Executwe Board feel deep per- 
sonal sorrow and sincere sympathy w ~ t h  the 
members of 111s fani~ly. 
The Executive Board for 1935-36 met for its 
first executive session Friday, June I&h, a t  
1 o'clock and dlsposed of much current business, 
includ~ng the appointment of a number of com- 
mittee chairmen. The problem of the Convcr~t~on 
meetlng place is always one for thought. Different 
points must be considered, such as case of access 
by members as a whole; the possibihty of Chapter 
co6perat1on, the feas~bdity of meeting w ~ t h  the 
A. L. A ,  etc After consideration of all these 
points, the Executive Board decided to hold thc 
1936 meeting at  Montreal, since prompt actlon 
in setting a meeting place facilitates the work of 
the l o c ~ l  Chapter In planning such a meetmg. 
The Assoc~ation has done active work in con- 
nection wit11 membership development In the 
past several years, particularly since the institu- 
twn of the meinbersh~p award. This conslsts of 
the guardianship, between Convention dates, of 
the g.~vcl wielded by the President of S L A 
The award was first ir~stitutetl 111 1933, and a a s  
carried off by Montreal, fur the highest percentage 
of increase In pa~d-up  actlve members or their 
equivalent In 1934 Phdadclphia rece~ved the 
award In 1935 Boston has captured the trophy, 
while honorable mentlorl goes to  New York for 
the greatest number of new nlembers, and the 
greatest average dues per member; and to Con- 
necticut for the highest per caplta dues for the 
whole Chapter The  report of the Membership 
Chairman gives details of Chapter standing 
The final report of the Joint Comnlittcc of the 
A. L. A., S. L. A., and other bodies for the pur- 
pose of securing uniform practices 111 connection 
with reference data in periodicals was reported 
a t  this meeting, showing that the Americar~ 
Standards Association approved a tentatwe 
standard for reference data in periodicals; that 
this standard had k e n  submitted to  2,400 pub- 
lishers of magazines and had met with unusually 
good cobpcration, and that the prospect was that 
the standards as  tentatively produced would be 
defin~tely approved by the American Standards 
Association. 
They Had a Good Time! 
"T HOUGH I have been a nleniber of the Associat~on for years this was my very 
first appearance a t  a Convent~on Now I wonder 
why I d ~ d  not make desperate efforts to attend 
earlier meetings." 
"This year was my first Special Libraries 
Assoc~ation Convention I t  was certainly a thrdl- 
ing and profitable experlencc. I have never before 
seen so many enthusiastic and mteresting people 
together I think that IS the most vivid impress~on 
1 received - intense interest in what everyone 
was domg and how it d~Ffered from home prac- 
tice " 
* * *  
"First I I~kecl the friendl~ness of the whole 
gathermg. I t  was my first S. L A meeting and 
I knew no one but found companions qulckly for 
whatever I wanted to  do." 
" I t  was my first convent~on of S. L. A ,  so I 
was tremendously interested As far as  I am con- 
cerned, I was delighted with the whole propam 
The only difficulty was not being able to be in 
two or threc places a t  once!" 
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PRESIDENT'S PAGE 
H O W A R D  L. STEBBINS, Prerldent 
H OWARD STEBBINS is not a nen name t o  tlie niembers of S. L. A H e  has for many  
years taken an  active part in Boston Chapter 
ahairs,  s e n m g  a s  Vice-Pres~dent and later a s  
Preslderit for two terms, 1927-29 He lias also 
served on varlous national committees and been 
a pretty regular vlsltor a t  our annual conventions 
A native son of Massachusetts, hlr. S t e l d m s  
attenclerl public schools in Springfield, and took 
his A U dcgrce a t  Ariiherst College Completmg 
tlie two-year course a t  New York State Library 
School .it Albany, he rece~ved n B.L.S In the  year 
1908 Profess~onally, he has been anything but a 
rolling stone His first job was as  Assistant 
L ib ra r~an  of the  Associat~ori of the  B.lr I r l  New 
York C ~ t y ,  mid he remained there for eleven 
years Frorii t h a t  position lie irelit to Boston as 
I.ihr.lrian of the  Social Law Library, and he has 
been there ever since. When asked for details 
coricernrng 111s work, Mr. Stebbins' reply was so 
iritcrestmg .lnd to  the  pomt tha t  we quotc  
verbatim 
Since 1919 I have lieeti Llbrar~an of the S o c d  
Law Library, Rtrstori. Thls  1s a l ~ b r a r y  of 91,000 
volunles cnnta~ning a very complete collection of 
the law I~ooks of the  I J n ~ t c d  States and its sub- 
t l~v i s~ons ,  Canada and England Because we can 
supplement our  own books by usmg nunterous 
other  I ~ b r a r ~ e s ,  the Soc~a l  Law 1-ibmry 1s con- 
centratlng more and more on being a workshop 
where lawyers can work up their current cases In 
the courts \Ye buy very few hooks nowadays of 
an l i~s to r~ca l  o r  non-legal nature We do ~ i o t  
spec~alwe on "social " law, whatever that may be, 
a n d  the  word is utterly tneanmgless as  a d e s c r p  
tlon of our material 
1 a m  not a lawyer and  have never studied law 
~n a technical way. M y  problem has always 
seemed to me t o  be the  application of my general 
knouledgc of l ~ b r a r y  work to  .i particular tylx of 
11brat-y and of patron. 1-awycrs are well versed In 
the  use of t h c ~ r  technical tools, they are more apt 
t o  need help whcn thelr problems lap over mto 
the fields of economics, government, busmess and 
general miormation. From the  flood of legal litera- 
ture  that  has been crossipg my desk for many 
years, I think I a m  Ienrn~ng the maln trends of 
lcgal thought and i t s  impact upon many prob- 
lems Rut I do  not know how to draw up 'i legal 
paper. 
Tcr complete tlie picture, h l r  Stebbins is rnarr~ed 
(his wifc, Lucy Poiite S tebhns ,  author of many 
novels): has three children, and livca in the sub- 
urb of Newton Center. H e  1s fond of music and 
good movies, but  the  only hobby he w~l l  confess 
to is rallroad trains This  passlon began during his 
chddhood when '1 busy railro.ld oper'itetl alniost 
through his backyard Now, a s  a hardened com- 
muter,  he swears t h a t  tr,tins oller the best possible 
opportunity for reading a n d  relaxation. 
Those who know Howard Stebbins relish his 
delicious sense of humor, adrillre 111s tliorougli, 
impartial approach t o  the  fundamentals of a 
problem, and  rely on h ~ s  excellent judgment. He 
lias a great zest for this new job of National 
President, and  will con t r~bu te  a great deal to 
S L A and t o  the  progress of the profession. 
One member summed u p  our good luck in these 
four words "Thank  Heb111ns it's Stebbins" 
So say  we all! 
His Message 
I BELIEVE tha t  Special 1.1brar1es .~S50~idt1011 n ~ n d e  rnater~nl progress in its 1935 Conlcn- 
tlon This is becnuse we demonstrated mew t h ~ t  
in the  presence of major problmls we can discuss 
the  situation fully, advocate strenuously our onn 
proposals and,  in t h e  end,  accept with entlre good 
feellng the decis~ons reached through a majorlty 
opinion of the members 
T h e  very t~oublcsorne problem of the dlocat~on 
of funds t o  local Chapters  seems now in a fair 
way t o  be adjusted t o  the  sat~sfaction of all A 
new b a s s  of  d~str ibut ion udl  be tried for thc 
calendar year 1936 n h ~ c h ,  i t  is believed, will m r k  
to the  mutual advant.ige of the local Chapters 
and of the Associat~oli a s  a uhole 
For many ye,lrs the  large nunmber of ; \ ssu~~ate  
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members has constituted a perennial financial 
problem. With a high percentage of their dues be- 
ing returned t o  local Chapters, they brought no 
increase to funds that were being expended in a 
broad way for the gmd of all classes of members. 
On the other hand, many were very justifiably 
interested only in the social and professional wn- 
tacts to be gained in local meetings and could 
hardly be expected to jump their annual pay- 
ments from one dollar to five. 
I believe that  the answer has been found. 
On January 1, 1936, these "local" members 
will be released from direct affiliation with Special 
Libraries Association. They will receive no bills 
nor other communications from Headquarters. 
They will remain in the care of the local Chapters, 
which will collect their dues and retain the money 
for local activities. They will continue to be a 
stimulating and sustaining force in a very re- 
stricted field. 
These members are not, however, t o  be. pushed 
out of the nest and left t o  fly whither they will, 
without guidance. Verymany of them, ~t is hoped, 
will wish to continue as Associate members of 
Special Libraries Association. Associate member- 
ship next year will cost two dollars, of which one 
dollar will be retorned to I w l  Chapters and one 
dollar retained a t  Headquarters. Associate mem- 
bers will reap very tangible benefits. They will be 
affiliated with national groups, and they will have 
a vote in national meetings. Most important of 
all, they will receive four times a yFar a bulletin 
which will keep them in direct touch with the 
wide field in which the Assocut~on operates. 
This bulletin will be edited by Miss Ruth 
Savord, retiring President. Miss Savord was the 
Association's first liaison officer. She has experi- 
ence and background in both national and local 
affa~rs and is exceptionally equipped t o  make this 
bulletin worthwhile. An issue explaining the new 
set-up will go this fall to all the present Associate 
members in the hope that they will weigh care- 
fully the alternatives and that many will continue 
their national affiliation. 
The status of Active and Institutional members 
will remain unchanpd. Fifteen percent of their 
dues will be allocated to local Chapters. Tables 
show that practically every Chapter will be better 
off under the 1936 arrangement and that the 
funds to be expended for national projects will 
not suffer if a fair proportion of the present As- 
sociate members accept the new basis of affilia- 
tion. 
And if results do not meet expectations, we 
still have power t o  plan and adapt and modify. 
The conflicting and confusing elements in the 
problem of constitutional revision have been 
partially resolved by the formation of a commit- 
tee to study carefully the entire situation. A com- 
mittec of five people in whom you will have great 
confidenm will shortly be announced. This com- 
mittee will need all the help you can give i t  in the 
lorn1 of letters and interviews expressing your 
opinions on different angles of the problem. To 
simplify the study the constitution and by-laws as 
they stand today will be reprinted in a very early 
issue of SPECIAL IBRARIES. 
The committee will report a t  the earliest date 
consistent with due deliberation and careful 
weighing of the elements involved. On the con- 
trary, i t  will not rush it8 work t o  completion a t  
any fuced arbitrary date. Matters of this nature 
are too important to be tied irretrievably to any 
calendar. 
Because in four days last June we went so far 
toward the solution of controversial problems, 
my own faith is strengthened that  as an  Aseocia- 
tion we can carry on, surmount our difficulties as 
they develop, consolidate thc ground already 
gained and press forward to the new opportunities 
that await us. 
I t  is not too early in the season to urge Chapter 
presidents, Group and Committee chairmen to 
bring new blood to the personnel of their com- 
mittees. With the tried and experienced people 
whose capabilities we know, let us mix some new 
members who have not hitherto taken part in 
Asmiation activities. There is much talent lying 
dormant, and how shall we find it unless we give 
it the opportunity to reveal ~tself 7 Here nnd there 
a mistaken selection may be made; but  the net 
result, I am convinced, will be an  influx of new 
ideas and a new stimulation of the older members. 
I t  has been my personal experience tha t  my 
interest in both the locnl and national parts of the 
field and the benefits I have received therefrom 
have varied in direct proportion t o  the amount o i  
work I was doing. In failing to give our newer and 
younger members work to do, are we not depriv- 
ing them, a s  well as the Association, of something 
worthwhile? 
HOWARD L. STDUUIN~ 
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Reports of Officers and Committees 
A record ol tha ywr'r activities showing the many crertive 
contacts of the nrtionrl orgmizrtion, and the imprerim 
contributions to profenional progreu made possible 
through thoughtful rnrlynis, and cooperrtive effort 
THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
0 NCE more we are assembled for our annual stock-taking of accomplishments and for 
the making of plans for the future. 
In spite of the continued world depression, our 
Association has not only held its own but has 
made considerable progress. Later you will hear 
detailed reports on the activities of the Groups, 
Chapters and Committees. These reports will 
speak for themselves, and it needs no word of 
mine t o  point out to you the inestimable value of 
the unselfish service rendered by our members to 
their profession through these activities. 
Two events stand out in my mind as of vital 
importance to every member of the Association - 
the publication of the S. L. A. Organization Chart 
and the President's letter to every member setting 
forth in detail the financial plans for the year. 
Great credit is due to Miss Dorothy Remis, 
who originated the idea of the chart and carried 
i t  to completion with the aid of the Misses Mary 
Louise Alexander, Laura A. Woodward, Marian 
C. Manley and the Secretary, Miss Clarke. Here, 
a s  never before, we had presented a visual outline 
of the work of the Association, with all its ramifi- 
cations and interlocking activities -an invalu- 
able aid in explaining the Association to new and 
prmpective members and to employers. 
The President's letter was an attempt t o  make 
every member realize the problems of financial 
management, as well as an  appeal for aid in solv- 
ing those problems. Only a well-informed mem- 
bership can codperate intelligently with an As- 
sociation's executlve officers. The response to 
this letter was most gratifying. In every case 
members expressed'interest in the exposition of 
our affairs and many were kind enough t o  com- 
pliment the Board on the management of the As- 
sociation. The suggestions presented in these 
replies are being passed on to my successor. 
The Treasurer's report will set forth in detail 
the linancial operations for the year 1934 and the 
first five months of 1935. While we have done well 
in living within our income, still you will note 
that our working surplus a t  the end of 1934 was 
only $275 more than a t  the end of 1933, although 
our income from almost every item increased 
during the year. For t h ~ s v e r y  reason, the Board's 
budget estimates were made extremely conserva- 
tively in the hope that  we might be able t o  bu~ld  
up this reserve for emergencies. T h e  question in 
my mind is are we t o  be satisfied merely t o  live 
within our present income when that income 
covers really only the necessities of management, 
or are we to contrive ways and means to increase 
appreciably that income so that we may do  some 
of the really constructive things which are crying 
t o  be done and which would aid every member 
and add to the prestige of the  A m i a t ~ o n ?  
In an Association such as ours, our finances are 
dependent to a large extent upon our return from 
n~embership dues. While our increase thig year 
does not quite equal the 20 percent increase of 
last year, I feel that our Committee under the 
able leadership of Miss Adeline Macrum deserves 
great credit for the addltion t o  our rolls of 24 
institutional, 146 active and 306 a s x i a t e  mem- 
berships - a total of 476. This is a remarkable 
record in the sixth year of depression. 
Yet there is much t o  be done, especially in per- 
suading our Associate members t o  change t o  
Active or Inst~tutional. 
I have often wondered if our approach t o  pro- 
spective members is not wrong. How many of us 
in our zeal t o  secure a new member mention only 
the Associate membership rather than setting 
forth in detail the advantages and privileges 
incident to Institutional or Active membership. I 
recently rcceived a report on seven people who 
said that they woutd have joined the  Association 
if they had been asked; that  they would take a 
$5.00 membership if they had not been told of the 
cheaper one, and if they had been glven a better 
idea of the value of our magazine. After examina- 
tion of several issues, they all reported that  the 
magazine alone would have been good return for 
their $5.00 membership. I am convinced this is 
not an isolated incident but fairly typical. We 
have, in the past, approached prospective mem- 
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bets in the spirit of asking a favor of them when, 
as a matter of fact, we are extending a privilege to 
them in offering them nflil~ation with the Associa- 
tion and it is then !ass if they fail to take ad- 
vantage of it. 
I am not recommending t h e  abolishment of the 
Associate membership. I think it has its place but 
this class was always intended for the new recruit, 
for those whose interests and  needs were some- 
what remote and yet who felt that we had some- 
thing to ofTer. 
A suggestion came t o  me recently and I think 
so well of i t  I am  passing it on  for your considera- 
tion. .It was that  the period during which one 
might mamtain Associate membership be re- 
stricted to three years except by vote of the 
Executive Board which might extend the period 
for sound reasons. IL seems t o  me that a member 
who, in three years time, has not realized the ad- 
vantages of changing his status, if financial con- 
siderations will allow, has not the proper profes- 
sional spirit and is not carrying his full share in 
supporting his professional organization. 
Our next great income producing activity is 
our magazine - SPECIAL IBRARIES. Our Editor, 
Miss Marlan Manley, who took over this office 
last July, has carried on the splendid work of her 
predecessors. The series of articles dealing with 
the various types of special libraries is especially 
noteworthy. T o  date, eight of these have ap- 
peared and others are in preparation. Most favor- 
able comment has been received and, in a number 
of cases, these articles are being used as texts in 
library school courses. 
To  Miss Manley also and  t o  our Secretary, 
Miss Clarke, we owe a debt of gratitude for their 
unceasing work in securing advertisipg. For the 
fret five months of this year we have received 
$612.32 from this source, and contracts are in 
hand for July t o  December totaling an additional 
$195.50. Noone who has not seen the vast amount 
of correspondence, reinforced by personal calls 
and appeals, can realize t he  amount of labor in- 
volved in this activity. As Miss Clarke will tell 
you later, several of our Local Chapters and in- 
dividual members have been most helpful either 
in giving leads or in helping to close contracts. 
Much more of this should be done. 
This year the entire time of the Publications 
Committee was devoted t o  editing our new Di- 
rectory. You will hear later just what this involved 
and how it was financed. I cannot refrain from 
mentioning here the five people who have con- 
tributed so much to the success of this undertaking 
- Miss Eleanor Cavanaugh as Chairman of the 
Directory Committee was responsible for the 
compilation; Miss Adelaide C. Kight and Miss 
Linda H. Morley for the Publications Committee 
edited the copy, prepared the indexes, and put kt 
through the press. Miss Clarke, our Secretary, 
and Miss Marian Manley, our Editor, secured the 
advertising which brought in a total sum of $524. 
I am sure that everyone of you has already had 
occasion to be grateful for this worthwhile tool. 
Sales of the Directory have been so unusually 
good that it has already paid for itself. 
The Publications Committee has also arranged 
for the planographing of the Canadian Commodi- 
ties Chart, which was prepared by members of 
our Montreal Chapter. This is a splendid piece of 
work on which the Chapter is to be congratulated. 
I t  is interesting to note that during the period 
1928 -date we have made a net profit on our 
publications of $2,144, or 37 percent of invested 
capital - due to the splendid work of the Com- 
mittee. 
At our Convention last June the Science- 
Technology Group recommended that the As- 
sociation sponsor a Technical Book Review Index 
to replace the simdar index which had been pub- 
lished for years by the Carnegie Library of Pitts- 
burgh. The Board approved the idea in principle, 
appointed a committee under the chairmanship 
of Miss Granville Meixell to investigate and re- 
port. I t  was agreed that such an undertaking, 
while sponsored by the Association and produced 
by its members, could not be cons~dered as a pub- 
liccttion which should be included in our offer to 
send all publications to Institut~onal members. 
I t  must be self-supporting and the Board ap- 
proved its inauguration provided a minimum of 
300 advance subscriptions could be obtained. I 
am happy to say that this has been achieved and 
it is hoped to issue the first number in September 
of t h ~ s  year. So, once more, S. L. A. has seen the 
need of an important reference tool and has set 
out to fill that need. We ask your support and 
help in making it known. 
We have had the pleasure of welcoming two 
new Chapters this year. The Albany Capitol 111s- 
trict Chapter, organired a t  a meeting held in Al- 
bany on November 23, 1934. The petition for 
affiliation was approved by the Executwe Board 
on February 9, 1935. This group includes mem- 
bers from Albany, Troy, Schenectady, Saratoga 
Spr~ngs and surround~ng towns in New York 
within a fifty-mile radius. Heretofore, New Jersey 
librarians have been assigned to the New York 
Chapter. I t  was found this year. that there was 
considerable sentiment for a separate group. A 
survey was made as a result of which a most en- 
t hus i a s t~~  organization meeting was held April 
24. The Executive Board on June 11th approved 
their petition for affiliation. 
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One of the most desirable ways of maintaining 
a close link between the Local Chapters and the 
National Association is through visits of the 
President and Board members. While I was able 
to speak personally only a t  Philadelphia and 
New York this year, several other visits were ar- 
ranged to forge this link. Miss Rebecca Rankin 
spoke on the National Association a t  the Organi- 
zation meeting of Albany Capitol District Chap- 
ter, and Miss Elizabeth Cullen of Washington 
attended one of their later meetings; Miss Mary 
Louise Alexander visited Montreal on invitation 
of the Chapter and brought to a well-attended 
meeting greetings from the National Association 
explaining plans and projects in progress. A group 
of several New York members attended a meeting 
of the Connecticut Chapter and the organization 
meeting of the New Jersey Chapter. Mies Alex- 
ander and Miss Eleanor Cavanaugh went t o  
Baltimore for a joint meeting of Baltimore C h a p  
ter with a group of invited librarians from Waah- 
ington. Every Chapter has reported that these 
visits have meant a great deal in promoting en- 
thusiasm and interest. I hope that  the practice 
cannot only be maintained but carried out on a 
much larger scale as soon as our finances will al- 
low. I want to express my appreciation t o  all of 
these people, but eepecially to Mias Alexander, 
who has responded so willingly t o  every request 
of mine this year to serve as my substitute. 
While we have had no official Committee on 
Training and Recruiting, the seeds of our past 
work seem to be taking root as evidenced by in- 
vitations from colleges, vocational groups, etc 
Three invitations had t o  be refused but the follow- 
ing were accepted: 1934 - December 12, School 
of Library Service, Columbia University, New 
York, Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, el al. 1935 - 
January 25, Goucher College, Baltimore, Miss 
Isabel L. Towner; March 9, Y.W.C.A , Westfield, 
New Jersey, Miss Linda H Morley; March 21, 
Camegie Library School, Pittsburgh, Miss Esther 
E Fawcett; March 30, Life Career Conference, 
Institute of Women's Professional Relations, 
Hotel Astor, New York, Miss Mary Louise Alex- 
ander; April 16, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, 
Miss Florence Bradley. 
The invitations to conduct the round tables a t  
Columbia and the Llfe Career Conference seem to 
be especially complimentary t o  our standing in 
the professional world. Since the Columbia day 
was really conducted by the New York Local 
Chapter, Miss Cavanaugh will give details of that 
later. The Life Career Conference was a euccessor 
to a similar Conference held last year by the 
Amer~can Woman's Association, a t  which Miss 
Alexander and I conducted round tables. This 
year there were forty occupations for women 
represented by 220 women who gave their time 
over a period of three days t o  setting forth the 
situation in their respective professions W e  were 
asked to arrange the round table dealmg with all 
phases of l~brary work Miss Esther Johnston, 
Librarian, Central Branch, New York Publrc 
Library, spoke for public librarians; Miss Eleanor 
Witmer, Librarian of Teachers College, Colun~bia 
University, for the school librarians; Miss Mary 
Gould Davis, Supervisor of Story Telling, New 
York Public Library, for special work in pubhc 
I~braries; Miss Alma Jacobus, Librarian of T h e -  
Fortune, New York, for newspaper libraries, and 
Miss Mary Louise Alexander, Manager of the 
Library Research Department of Batten, Barton, 
Durstine & Osborn, New York, for business libra- 
ries. The whole aroused much discussion and 
made known the many ramifications In the library 
profession. A total of several hundred attended 
during the course of the three-day session. 
In this connection our San Francisco Chapter 
arranged a joint meetmg with students of the 
School of Library Service, University of Cali- 
fornia, and New York Chapter a similar meeting 
with students of Columbia following the Colum- 
bia round table. 
So much for the year that  is past. What of the 
future? Out of my experience this year I should 
like to present certain definite recommendations: 
1. I want t o  repeat here Miss Alexander's 
recommendation made a t  our Conference last 
year - the formation of a Finance Committee 
whose duty would be long-range planning to in- 
sure a continuityof financial policy. I feel strongly 
that we need an intensive study of our financ~al 
set-up, plans for a percentage t o  be segregated 
each year into a reserve fund, with the possrhility 
oi segregating all funds received from publications 
into the Publication Fund. This would simplify 
and make more understandable our publication 
transactions which now are complicated by  reten- 
tion of 25 percent for general funds and 75 per- 
cent transfer to our Publication Fund. 
I should also like t o  see a definite set-up, which 
would provide that all income from subskriptions 
and from advertising, plus a percentage of insti- 
tutional and active dues, should be allocated t o  
SPECIAL LIBFL~RIES, whose size would then be 
determined accordingly. With the increased ad- 
vertising we should increase the number of peges 
in fairness to our advertisers. We cannot do this 
with a limited budget of $2,400. As you will note, 
we have received in the first five months of 1935, 
$1,218 from subscriptions and $612 from adver- 
tising, which means that the magazine is prac- 
tically supported by these two items. With the 
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addillon of a percentage of dues, which IS fair and 
equable since subscription t o  the magazine is in- 
cluded in the cost of dues, we could pub1ish.a 
prcater number of pages and a better magazine 
generally. We owe it to ourselves t o  set this as a 
goal for the near future. 
2. We must secure greater publicity for the 
Association and for the profession. Back in 1929, 
Mr. Fletcher said: "In these days there is no 
time to wait while sheer merit sells itself. We 
must advertise our Association and we must sell 
our Association or the great world wdl pass it 
by. . .  ." This is even more true today if we are 
to induce future employers t o  organize libraries, 
if we are to maintain those already in existence 
and if we are to draw in desirable recruits. We 
need an active Public~ty Committee whlch should 
plan a continuous campaign for the country a t  
large and make the name of S. L. A. known as ~t 
deserves t o  be known as a leader in "Putting 
knowledge to work." 
3. We must interest our younger members and 
become better acquainted with their capabilities 
New York has shown the way during the past 
year with the organization of its so-called Junior 
Conference Group. The Chapter next year is to be 
admin~stered by a new group of youngcrmembers. 
I recommend the attention of other Chapters to 
this so that we may not continue to call on the 
same group of members t o  conduct our affairs 
We need more leaders and workers. We must have 
more active participation by a greater number. 
4. Extension of the work of the Liarson Officer. 
This was orrgmally conceived as a means of closer 
contact between the Locals and the National, 
bringing news of National undertakings and 
problems to the attention of the Locals and vice 
versa. However, we have not been able to secure 
any response from the Locals as to the value of 
this contact, and I have often wondered whether 
the information contained in the Bulletins which 
were sent ever reached the membership as a 
whole. I should like to eee this office serve as a 
means of informing all the members. 
That the accomplishments of the past year are 
not greater 1s largely due to the hand~cap under 
which your President has labored. For that, I 
must beg your indulgence. I can only say that 
what has been done reflects great credit on the 
Groups, Chapters and Committees and is an in- 
dication of the splend~d spirit which exists in the 
Association. 
I cannot close this report without special men- 
t ~ o n  of every member of the Executive Board, and 
especially of Miss Bemis and Miss Alexander, 
who carried so much of the burden during my in- 
ability to serve. No words of mine can give you 
any idea of the spirit of cooperation and loyalty 
evidenced by Miss Clarke and Miss Barth in con- 
ducting the work a t  Headquarters. It must be 
exper~enced to be appreciated. 
I have the greatest confidence in the future of 
any Assoc~ation which can close so trying a year 
with so much on the credit side of the ledger 
RUTH SAVORD 
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 
D URING the Convent~on year from June 1, 1934 to June 1, 1935, the constantly in- 
creasing activity of the Headquarters office is in- 
dicated by the following routine statistics: 
Mall: 
Incoming. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11,616 pieces 
Outgomg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16,510 
Telephone ~nquiries.. . . . . . .  954 
Conferences. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  347 
The accounting practice and the audit for the 
~ l l enda r  year 1934 included the handling of five 
bank operations: 
General Fund, checking account; 
Publicat~on Fund, savings account; 
Trade Association Fund, savings account; 
Trade Association Fund, checking account; 
Financial Grouu. Trust fund. 
.. 
New publications have been distributed to In- 
st~tutional Members during the Iast year as fol- 
lows: 
1. Union List of Services in 34 Libraries in 
Manhattan; 
2. The Trade Catalog Collection; 
3. Association Membership Lists; 
4. Trade Associations in the United States: A 
F~nding L ~ s t  of Director~es; 
5. Trade Associations In the United States: A 
Reading and Reference List. 
6. Rubber Periodicals Reference List; 
7. Spec~al  Libraries Directory of the United 
States and Canada, t h ~ r d  edition; 
8. Statistics of Canaci~an Cotnmod~ties. 
Exhibits averaging twenty-six copes of pub- 
lications and SPECIAL LIBRARIES have been used 
by the following Chapters: Albany Capitol Dis- 
trict, Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland, Connecticrrt, 
Mdwaukee, Montreal, New York, Philadelphia 
Council, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. 
Publications and the magazine have been dis- 
played through the cooperation of the following 
institutions: American Ins t~ tu te  of Chemical 
Engineers, American Political Science Associa- 
tion, Association of Special Libraries and In- 
formation Bureaux, Columbia University School 
of Library Service, New York State Library As- 
sociation, The Queens Borough Public Library, 
and Russell Sage Foundation. 
A complete inventory of all publications, di- 
rectories, and SPECIAL LIBRARIES issued dur~ng 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
1934 Financial Summary 
RECEIPTS 
Dues 
$1,222.50 
523.90 
533.00 
381 .O3 
531 .OO 
360.50 
107 50 
62 50 
135 50 
122 00 
168.50 
534.13 
$4.682 06 
Publ. Publ 
Dweclory TIA Bureau Ccntutnlion 
$ S t January. 
February . 
March. . .  
Apnl . 
May June..  .... 
July. .  . 
August. . 
September . 
. .  October. 
November. 
December. . 
Total 
DISBURSEMENTS Transfer 
Publ. T/A 
Bureau 
0 
" SPecial,, 
Ltbrarics 
S 228 62 
136 61 
165.95 
231 08 
1 00 
182 81 
7.50 
347 77 
228 18 
275 60 
217 94 
295 44 
Transfer fa 
Publ. Fund 
$ 25 50 
29.33 
27 00 
15 75 
23.25 
27 64 
25.50 
30 56 
37 49 
30 19 
20.74 
10 80 
$303.75 
Publ. 
Dircclory 
$ 11 87 
2s 39 
12 75 
4-17 
January 
February. 
March . . .  
April . . 
May. ... 
Junc . . 
July . 
AugusL . 
September 
October . . 
Novernbcr 
December 
Total Salaries 
S 190.00 
Budgets Travel 
S 131 15 $16.50 
87 35 
128 02 
72 25 
85 64 
11 .oo 
39 18 
89 
127 25 
223 -33 
Mtsc. 
$ 
100 .oo 
34.50 
29 90 
- - -  
---- 
Total . . $9,222 05 $1.410.87 $2,110 00 $2,318.50 
GENERAL FUND - SUMMARY 
... Cash Balance. January 1. 1934.. 
Receipts 1934 . . . . . .  
Total ... 
Disbursements . . .  . . . .  
Cash Balance December 31. 1934 
Petty Cash Account . . . . . .  
Total Cash Balance 
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the t~enty-six years since the organization of the varlous other services in helping to clear the 
Association has been completed. schedule a t  peak times. 
In order that all membership records may be ELIZADETH LOIS C L A ~ K E  
kept In constant agreement, notifications of all 
changes in address, group afiliations, additions, 
and deductions are furnished weekly to the fol- 
lowmg officers: 
1. Membership chairman (two copiesfor a1 ha 
betical and geographical reference filesy; - 
2. Chapter Secretaries (and also to Chapter 
Treasurers when separate local offices are 
maintained), 
3. Group chairman; 
4. National treasurer; 
5.  Mailing list for sales promotion, and 
6. Directory committee for future addenda. 
In checkmg the membersh~p records last De- 
cember, In connection with the Invoicing of 1935 
dues, it was found that approximately five hun- 
dred members were operating w~thout Group 
affiliations. Therefore, with the bills were enclosed 
memoranda requesting this informat~on, in order 
that closer contact might be maintained with the 
various actwities of the Association. Nearly three 
hundred replies have been received, and the co- 
operation of both Group and Chapter officers is 
requested in sharing such data with the Head- 
quarters office. 
After the printing of the revised membership 
application blank, copies in quantity were dis- 
tributed to all members of the Executive Board 
and of the Advisory Council, to all Chapter 
Secretaries and Treasurers, and to the ninety-two 
representatives of the National Membership 
Committee, together with copies of the organiza- 
tion and activities chart reprlnt, and reprlnt of 
"The Librarian in the Field of Research," for 
use in the work of membership extension. 
In addition to the regular daily routme of 
handling memberships, subscriptions, publica- 
tions, advertising, and general administrative 
matters, your Secretary has cooperated with the 
projects of special committees, includingtheTrade 
Association Bureau, the National Directory, and 
the Technical Bwk Review Index. It may be a 
matter of interest to note that the time schedule 
of the Headquarters staff has averaged 125% 
during recent months. 
Special acknowledgment and thanks are due 
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh and the Standard 
Statistics Company, Inc.; Miss Jean C. Taylor 
and The Queens Borough Public Library; Miss 
Josephine I. Greenwood and the Consolidated 
Gas Company of New York, and two volunteer 
workers requesting anonymity; for co6peration in 
the maintenance of the central office, in furnish- 
ing headquarters and storage space, for mimeo- 
graphing, and for mailing assistance, as well as 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
P RESIDENT SAVORD'S letter of April 24, 1935, mailed to each member of S. L. A,, gave 
a most complete picture of the Association's 
financial set-up. I hope every one present has 
read this cornmunicat~on. 
At the beginning of the year 1934, we had a 
balance of $3,228.54 in our treasury; $2,249.50 of 
which represented dues and subscriptions for 1934 
which were paid in advance. To this balance was 
added $8,626.82 received in the calendar year of 
1934, making a total of $11,855.36. Our expenses 
for the year were $9,222.05, leaving a total 
balance a s  of December 31, 1934, of $2,683.31. 
This amount is approximately $500 less than the 
previous year's balance, but the dues and sub- 
scriptions collected in advance for 1935 amounted 
to about $800 less than the figure given for 1934; 
consequently, we really closed our books in a 
healthier state and with a balance of $1,254.03 
over and above that  collected for the forthcoming 
year's dues and subscriptions. 
The Board was somewhat conservative in 
estimating its income for 1935, but even so the 
results to date have far exceeded our expectations. 
As Miss Savord said in her letter, we felt it wise to 
work toward maintaining the standard of our 
membership as of January 1 rather than counting 
on an increase. However, in the five months just 
ended, the dues and subscriptions paid total 
$6,538.96, which is $39 more than our budget 
estimate. We still have over $700 outstanding in 
dues alone, to say nothing of the new members 
that will be added to our roster in these seven 
remaining months. 
A goal of $800 for advertising was set by the 
Board for the year, but to date we have signed 
contracts representing nearly $1,000; and those of 
you who know Miss Clarke and Miss Manley as 
I do, realize that  nothing in this world is going to 
stop them from increasing this amount consid- 
erably. 
Budget allowances to Chapters, Groups, and 
Committees will exceed the 1934 figure, but will 
not, I am sure, exceed the estimate included in the 
Association's budget for the year. 
As of June 1, 1935, the Aseociation's balance 
was $4,827.12, and I am glad t o  say we had no 
outstanding bills. 
The Publication Fund balance as of June 1st 
was $982.02. This is a decrease of approximately 
$350, which amount will be returned to the fund 
when the Directories already sold are completely 
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paid for and the 75 percent credited to the ac- 
count. 
The Carnegie Trade Association balan~e is 
$2,823.36. 
L.\vna A. WOODWARD. 
N O M I N A T I N G  C O M M l l T E E  REPORT 
T H E  Nominating Committee submits the following list of candidates a s  officers of the 
Special Libraries Association for the year 1935- 
1936: 
President, Howard L. Stebbins, Librarian, Social 
Law Library, Boston 
First Vice-president, William F. Jacob, Librarian, 
Main Library, General Electric Company, 
Schenectady 
Second Vice-president, Etheldred Abbot, Libra- 
rian, Ryerson and Burnham Libraries, The 
Art Institute of Chicago 
Treasurer, Mildred B. Potter, Librarian, Business 
Department, Hartford Public Library 
Director for Term of Three Years, Marguerite 
Burnett, Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York 
Maria C. Brace Charlotte Noyes Taylor 
Lucile L. Keck Florence Wagner 
Aka B. Claflin, Chairman 
The Directors whose terms have not expired 
are: Ford M. Pettit, who retires in 1936, and 
Mrs. Jolan M. Fertig, who retires in 1937. 
By the provision of section 3, paragraph 5 of 
the Constitution, Ruth Savord, the retiring 
President, becomes a member of the Executive 
Board for one year. 
The oficers were ~rnanrmously eleclcd at the an- 
nual meeting, June 14th, 1935, 
REPORT OF THE EDITOR 
I N REPORTING on my year's work as editor of SPECIAL ~ ~ R . ~ R I H S ,  I must first acknowl- 
edge what I gained through following the Biblical 
instruction, "Ask and ye shall receive." Gener- 
ally speaking, nearly 200 members came to my 
assistance in producing the magazine this year 
The Presidents of Chapters, and the Chairmen of 
Groups helped me in the early part of the year 
with suggestions for survey writers. The 48 
members of the Associat~on who contributed 
these long studies, the special articles and the 
letters in the symposium on " Important Books of 
the Year," as well as those who have contributed 
book reviews and other notes -all receive my 
whole-hearted thanks. The 70 members who 
gave me facts for a study of our advertising effec- 
tiveness, and the 60 who have responded to my 
requests for comment on the year's work, have 
done much to help ~n current problems, and to 
discover possibilities for development 
Hesldcs the generous help of thesc members, I 
must acknowledge with warn1 appreciation the 
assistance given mc by the President, and other 
members of the Executive Roard, the ever-ready 
response of Miss Clarke, and the unrmling con- 
siderat~on given my convenience, and the intelli- 
gent assistance rendered by various members of 
The Rumford Press - notably Mr. Johnson and 
Mr. Shaw. 
The Purpose of the Magazine 
The magame, as I see it, has three phases. 
First, it is an association record: second, a current 
tool; and third, a reference source. The depart- 
ments in the magazine that serve as an Associa- 
tion record arc the President's page; Board meet- 
ing notes and other offic~al communications; and 
Snips & Snipes. The  departments that conle un- 
der the headmg "Current Tool" arc "We Do 
This," thc Duplicate Exchange L~s t ,  " Publica- 
tlons of Special Interest," and last, but most de- 
cidedly not least, the  advertisements. The "Sur- 
veys," and other leading articles provide the 
reference material. 
"Spacial Librrries" as an Associatian Record 
The most important development of this 
phase is found in those pages in wh~ch the Presi- 
dent discusses current problems and informs the 
members of progress in the Association. A careful 
re-reading of this material, for the past ten 
months, shows a statesman-like considerat~on and 
analysis that commands respect, and insures the 
intelligent understanding of Association problems 
by those who have gwen these pages due con- 
s~deration. 
Board meeting notes and other official com- 
munications such a s  the Nominating Committee 
reports are self-e.xplanatory and are ~ncluded as 
occasion demands. Snips & Snipes carries the 
news. As one correspondent said, it is "the in- 
d~spensable spice of the publication." Through 
the medium of a witty and acute observer, we are 
informed of the progress of Chapter and Group 
projects, shifts in pos~tions, interest~ng develop- 
ments in special fields, and news of indwidual 
members. This contributor receives my whole- 
hearted respect for the skill with which she man- 
ages to develop t he  scattered  terns that are all 
that Miss Clarke, the President, and I have to 
pass on. Some Group chairmen, and Chapter 
presidents, and individual members have been 
helpful in sending us interesting news. It 1% how- 
ever, onc way in which we can all do much more 
to contribute to the magazine, and to the infor- 
mat~on of all other S. L. A members. 
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.\s a bas~s  for my report, I wrote, In Jlay, to 
100 members in order to get reactions 011 the 
management of the rnagazlne with particular 
rcference to this matter of Association news. The 
general consensus of opinion was that Association 
ncws was adequately treated. Some felt that 
more and some felt that less space should be 
given to it; but the great majority were satisfied 
with the treatment of the past year. 
It was interesting to discover vigorous feeling 
on the subject of Snips & Snipes. The majority of 
the members felt that this department was a de- 
cided addition to our publication. One librarian in 
Chicago said, "Don't let Snips & Snipes escape 
under any conditions!", while another in Cin- 
cinnati wrote, " I  like the news of members, even 
though I know only a few, personally." 
On the other hand, there was some caustic 
crit~cism. One librarian considered that the 
facetious style was beneath the dignity of a pro- 
fessional publication, and another one felt that  
the note of lev~ty  In Snips & Snipes was not well 
placed, although he admitted it might be neces- 
sary In order to get the magazine read Others 
said that the inclusion of notes on Chapter and 
Group activities would be a better use of space. 
These advisors, however, overlooked the fact that 
Snips 8: Snipes included all the news of Chapter 
and Group activities of which the ed~tor and 
secretary had been informed. 
All In all, the majority opinion was ably ex- 
pressed by one librarian who said, " It does some- 
times strike me that some of 11s need to cultivate 
a bit the saving grace of seeing the funny s ~ d e  of
ourselves. I t  1s just possible that we aren't quite 
as important as we know we are! Snips & Snpes IS 
unquestionably a life saver to the periodical in 
this respect." This opin~on I heartily endorse. 
"Special Libraries" as a Current Tool 
The departments in the n~agnzine that serve 
this purpose are "We Do This," the Duplicate 
Exchange List, "Publicationsof Specd  Interest" 
and advertisements. "We Do This" proved most 
popular according to the letters. Would that more 
items of t h ~ s  kind would be sent in. The publica- 
tton of the Duplicate Exchange List has clone 
much to mcrease the usefulness of this committee. 
In  the replies from readers, the publ~cation 
notes provoked much comment. Several prac- 
1 ical suggestions for changes have been made and 
are now under consideration. It was most en- 
couraglng to find, however, thal in general the 
readers fccl that  more material of interest to all 
members of the Special Libraries hssociation has 
heen included and that great stress on business 
material has been avoided. Even greater improve- 
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ment could be made in this respect. As one libm- 
rian said, "\Vhy not treat the Business Book Re- 
view Digest sectlor1 as you are planning to treat 
the Technical Rook Review Index and make ~t a 
separate publication for those interested'" I feel 
a s  does this librarian - "Why not do this?" 
It is the advertising pages, however, that need 
our close attention. W~thout quest~on, they form 
one of the most useful current tools furnished by 
the magazine. I am speaking now not only as the 
editor but also a s  one who recommends purchases 
for a good-sized ins t~ tu t~on.  In SPECIAL IBRA- 
RIES we should have a recurring guide to the new 
books, to the new services, to the new equipment 
devices that  may be developed. Editorial space 
cannot, and should not be devoted constantly to 
all these different phases. It is, however, a matter 
of common sense, and ordinary business intelll- 
gence for the advertiser who wishes to sell his 
products to special librarians, t o  advertise in the 
columns of the magazine. We need not be at all 
hesitant in suggesting advertising space in 
SPECIAL IBRARIES as a practical step for any of 
the business rums with whom we have had satis- 
factory dealings. SPECIAL LIBRARIES has not a 
large circulation, but it has, probably, as high a 
degree of purchasing power per issue as any rnaga- 
zune now in circulation. There is no waste mailing. 
The advertising rates are not high because we 
w~sli to afford advertisers, without large funds, 
but offering specialized services, an opportunity 
to present their wares In its pages. 
We have here a real opportunity for fruitful co- 
operation. We are not seeking advertising to sup- 
port the magazine. We want advertisements as a 
co?rvetiretrce for ourselves. Let us find in SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES notes of new publications and sugges- 
tions for better equipment as a result of our con- 
centrating our library shopping in the columns of 
SPECIAL IBRARIES If we make such a program 
plain to those who wish to serve us, we can expect 
results. 
Such a program requires defit~ite actlon. We 
must say to advertisers, and promptly, "We saw 
your 'ad ' In SPECIAL I B R A K I K S B ~ ~  are interested 
in finding out the details." On the other hand, we 
must also advise those with whom we deal of Lhis 
policy. To a publisher, we can well say, "We wish 
to simplify our ordering processes and reduce the 
number of pieces of paper that come over our 
desks. Will you see that your advance notices of 
publications appear in SPECIAL IBRARIES so thxl 
we may check them there?" An equipment dealer 
will think twice before failmg to advertise if he 
has hcard, "Will you see that your new devices in 
library technique are advertiscd in SPECIAL 
LIRRARIES? We can rely on its pages for advertis- 
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ing of this kind. Such advcrt~sements will get our 
first consideration." 
The proper and intensive use of the advert~sing 
pages of SPECIAL LIBRARIES and t h e  definite 
stress l a ~ d  on their value as a shopping center 
could do as much, perhaps, as  anything t o  make 
the magazine of value as  a current tool. 
"Special Libraries" as a Reference Tool 
I t  has been a delight to realize how cordially 
the readers approve of such spec~al developments 
as the Survey of Special Libraries. These, as well 
as articles by outside writers on problems of in- 
terest to  our readers, and the series on " Impor- 
tant Books of the Year" received special com- 
mendation from many. 
"Special Libraries"-Statisticr 
T o  summarize a few formal facts: the editorial 
content of the magazine from September through 
June has been divided about a s  follows: 
Special library problems. . . . . . .  40% 
Articles by lion-members . . . 8% 
Associat~on business and news . . .  20% 
Conference news . . . . . . . . . . . . 6% 
"We Do This," etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% 
Book notes, including Important Books 
Symposium . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 22% 
Duplicate Exchange.. . . . . . . . . . . 2% 
Bes~des t h q  we are delighted to  have included 
37 pages of paid advertis~ng, reprcsentmg 36 ac- 
counts. 
MARIAN C. MANLEY 
REPORT OF ADVERTISING M A N A G E R  
"Special Libraries" 
S INCE June 1, 1934, the monthly revenue has mcreased from seven advertisements amount- 
ing t o  $53 for the July-August issue, t o  twenty- 
four accounts, ~~nount i i ig  to $238 for the hIay- 
June number wlth a coverage of e ~ g h t  and one- 
half pages. 
The  total contracts for the convention year 
amounted to  $1,053 50. 
The  contracts for the calendar year 1934 
amounted to  $768, w ~ t h  cash receipts for the same 
period of $662.81. 
For the calendar year 1935, contracts are in 
hand amounting to $925.50. The cash receipts 
from January 1 to June 1 of this year were 
$612.32, with bills receivable amounting to  
$363, includi~ig advertisements in the Con- 
vention Number. 
Special acknowledgment is tendercd the Ecl~tor 
for her zeal and codperation in increasing interest 
on the  part of prospective advertisers in the 
merits of the magazine. 
T h e  Boston, Michigan, New York, Philadel- 
ph~a ,  Snn Fr;incisco, and Southern Cahfornia 
Chapters have been especially cobperative in fur- 
nishing namesand information regardmgadvert~s- 
ing prospects for SPECIAL LIBRARIES. I t  1s ur- 
gently requested that data regardmg advertis~ng 
possibilities be shared with Headquarters by 
menlbers of the National Committees and 
Groups and of the Chapter organizations, In order 
that an intensive advcrt~sing campaign may be 
undertaken during the remalnlng months of 1935. 
"Special Libraries Directory of the United Sbter 
and Canada" 
Through volunteer clerical assistance, a mailing 
list of 5,500 names received pre-publication reply 
order ~ 1 r d s .  The advance orders totalled 386. 
Twelve page advert~sing contracts amounting 
to $524 were secured for publication in the Di- 
rectory. In connection with the advert~sing cam- 
paign, nearly 1,100 names of individuals or com- 
panies were approached through individually 
typed letters, telephone calls, and intervieas 
It should be particularly noted that, including 
an amount of $264.57 remdining on hand from a 
special publication grant from the Carnegie Cor- 
porntlon of New York, the son1 total of advertis- 
ing contracts and pre-publication orders exceedcd 
the total amount of compdation, printing, and 
binding costs of the Directory, leavmg a net profit 
of $19.30 as of April 1st. Therefore, all monies re- 
ceived from the sale of the Directory during the 
last two months and in the future w~ll replenish 
the special Publication Fund. 
Appreciation 1s gratefully extended to all those 
who assisted in the advertising campaign, as well 
as othcr friends of the Association who volun- 
teered extra service in the routine handling of d ~ s -  
tribut~on and mailing. 
ELIZABE~K LOIS CLAKKE 
REPORT O F  PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE 
I T IS a pleasure to rcad this report to you this morning because I may say some of the 
things about the Con~mittee's work that the 
Chalrrnan has faded to mention. The amount of 
planning, the degree of vision, the hours of copy 
reading and proof correction arc none of them 
accounted for in this too brief statement. We take 
things very much for granted, when a new 
S. L. A. publication reaches our desks-a fin- 
ished product of this committee, How many of us 
try to picture the complete handling of any one 
title? T o  do so, we must think, not of our one 
copy that  we keep on our desk for daily use, h i t  
of the whole edition as it comcs from the prmter 
-hundreds of copes of each publication to be 
publicized arid sold to the point of exhausting the 
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supply, that our Invested money may be covered number of volu~lteers helped a few hours a t  a time 
with some return. We must have a full apprecia- on the proofreading. The toial cost of the Dlrec- 
tlon of all   his, In order to comprehend the full tory was 52,156.78 The receipts from 386 advance 
significance of the following percentages and orders and from the advertisements, $524, secured 
total. by the I-Ieadquarters OHice, practically covered 
FLORENCE BRADLEY the cost of compilation and of printing. Review 
+ * s  copies of the directory have been sent to 12 
T HE principal activity during the year has been editing and publishing the Specla1 
Libruries Dire~toryof the United Statesand Canada. 
This has involved: 
1. Editing of copy prepared by the compiler. 
2. Preparat~on of three indexes: 
Organization 
Personnel 
Subject 
3. Putting compteted manuscript through the 
press, which involved: 
Choice of type 
Choice of paper 
Choice of cover 
Choice of layout 
Proofreading 
Six people worked more or less steadily on the 
edlting and proofreading a t  different times. A 
periodicals. A news release was prepared and sent 
to 312 newspapers by Miss Jacobus and Miss 
Alexander. Miss Jacobus also arranged for re- 
leases through the Associated Press and the 
United Press. Advertisements for the directory 
have been run in the Library Jotma1 and In- 
dustrtal Arts Index to date. 
An activity of the year has been the placing of 
exhibits of Special Libraries Association publica- 
tions in a number of large public libraries. These 
exhibits have been arranged through the coopera- 
tion of members of the Association in the various 
Chapters. 
Attached is a statement showing expenditures, 
profit, and loss on S. I,. A. publications between 
1928 and May 31, 1935. We have shown a profit 
on all but four, and a profit on all publications of 
$2,144, or 37 percent on our invested capltal. 
ADELAIDE C. KIGHT. 
SPECIAL IBRARIES ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS, 1928-May 31, 1935 
CaMfal Inucstcd and Profits Made 
Expcndilurcr Net Loss Ncl Projil 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Bibliography on Illumination, 1927-28.. $210.33 $48.10 
. . .  Bibliography on Illumination, 1928-29 235.09 26 36 
Descriptive List of U. S. Mimeographed ~ e r i o d i c k ' ~ u b -  
licat~ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  288.38 269.14 
Handbook of Commercial and Financial Services . . . .  1,338.01 528 59 
Statistics of Commodities (Chart). . . . . . . . . . . . . .  124.69 203.31 
Trade Directories for First Purchase . . 54 53 24.97 
Bibliography of Bibliographies in Electrical 'Engln&ing 671 37 2 13 
Supplement t o  Handbook of Commercial and Financial 
Services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... 161.55 $6 58 
Creation and Development of an  Insurance iib;;ry. . .  321.45 156.95 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Basic List of Munici I Documents. 31.36. 269. €A 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Guides t o  Business x c t s  and Flgures. 48.43 484.07 
Business and Trade Dictionaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  212.73 11 .23 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Association members hi.^ Lists. 92.28 47.28 
. . .  Union List of Services In 34 L~braries in Manhattan. 38.26 19.36 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Trade Catalog Collection. 59.80 12.20 
Special Libraries Directory of the united States and 
Canada ........................................ 1,845.89 203.27 
--- 
$5,734 15 $84 45 $2,228.73 
Total Net Profit, 1928 to June 1, 1935, to Special Li- 
braries Association. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,144 28 or 37% on invested 
capital. 
Total spent b y  S. L. A. on publications (including preparation, printing, mailing, 
publicity). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5,734.15 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Grants used for printing in addition to S. L. A. funds.. 626.00 
Total expenditures .................................................... $6,3a. 15 
................................. Net profit on above investment - 33% or. $2,144.28 
NOTE. - Stock of most of above publications 16 on hand and d e n  will mntinue on many of them, eapeciall on the Specla1 
LihrariesDirectorv and those ~ublished within the past year. Dunn. tllemst 12 months sales haveaveradabout  $66 wr 
month. All of tbc& publications have been m plied to Inrt~tutlona~Members free. . - 
For actual reduction cost of Basic List o f ~ u n l d p a l  Documents, a grant of S376 from the Carnede Corporation, for 
nrmtine. rnuqtte added Lo the 131.36 soeclfic coat to the Asunatmn. , . . ~ ~ ~  - - -~ 
b FOT actual production cost of GuideYto ~ u s n e s i  Fa& i%dF,Kiea, a aimilar grant of $250 must be added. 
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REPORT OF THE TRADE ASSOCIATION 
BUREAU 
June 1935 
F IRST let me refresh your memories on our Trade Association project. You w~ll remem- 
ber that when the N.R.A. first came into being, it 
was said that trade associations were to be called 
upon to perform many new services to their 
industr~es. The collection of statistics and re- 
search work of various kinds were indicated in 
connection with the makmg of codes. S. L. A. telt 
that many of them not equipped with libraries 
would need files and information service if they 
were properly to represent their industries, and 
that S. L. A. was the organ~zation to help them. 
We presented this idea to the Carnegie Corpora- 
tion of Ncw York, and were given $7,500 on 
January 25, 1934, to promote library service in 
trade associations, 
MISS Dorothy Bemis, of TheLippincott Library 
of the University of Pennsylvania, directed this 
work on a half-time basis from February to 
June 1934. Her full report of the activities was 
presented a t  last year's Convention, and appears 
in full in our magazine for July-August 1934. 
When Miss Bemis found it necesslry to be 
relieved, the work was taken over by Miss K. 
Dorothy Ferguson, Librarian of the Bank of 
America, San Francisco, Californra. Miss 
Fergumn stayed on in New York following the 
S. L. A. Convention and directed the Trade 
Association Bureau until November 1, when she 
returned to her own library. She, t w ,  made full 
reports of the work done. Following the organiza- 
tion work done by Miss Bemis, we devoted last 
summer to contacts with individual trade asso- 
ciations, discussing their problems and advising 
with them on library methods and information 
service. In the course of the summer we talked 
with niore than sixty major trade associations, 
and t o  many of them were able t o  render a very 
definite service. To facilitate our contacts with 
them, we published a bulletin, called "Facts tor 
Trade Associations," which was a digest of 
current information. This was a three-page 
mimeographed bulletin which went regularly t o  
some 250 associations in or near New York City. 
As requests and comments on this bulletin came 
to us, we followed them up with personal Inter- 
views. We also distributed the bulletins prepared 
by the Trade Association Bureau and published 
by S. L. A., called "Trade Associations, a Finding 
List of Directories," and "A Reading and Rcfer- 
ence List." All of these publications received 
good reviews and interested comments from the 
associations themselves. 
S~multaneously with visits t o  trade aasocia- 
tions, we built a1 the Headquarters office a model 
file of codes and of code authorities. We received 
complete material from the N.R.A. in Li'ashing- 
ton, and were able to glve service from our files to 
assoc~ations wh~ch did not have the material in 
thew own offices. 
In September 1934, we were invited to par- 
ticipate in the Annual Convention of the Arnari- 
can Trade Association Executives in Washmg- 
ton, D. C. We were the only organization to have 
an exhibit of publications, with the exception of 
the U. S. Department of Commerce. And we were 
given a place on their program to dcscrlbe the 
workof our Bureauand the valueof library service. 
Iri spite of the good job which we all feel was 
done by those connected w ~ t h  this project, we 
soon realized that we were a victim of all of the 
confusion that  attended the N.R.A. Trade asso- 
ciations were so harassed with the making and 
administering of codes that much of their rcgular 
work was discontinued, and there was neither 
time nor money for developing new services. Our 
interviews show that the associations agreed with 
us in principle and that they were definitely 
interested in organizing information files in their 
oRces, but the time was not ripe to take any 
definite step. Therefore, we did not feel justified 
in continuing to spend our money, and the Board 
voted to suspend operations until N.R.A.'s fate 
was settled. 
Within the last few weeks, its fate has very 
definitely been settled by the Supreme Court, and 
we believe that developments have justified our 
decision. There still remains In our treasury 
$2,823.36, and we have the Carnegle Corporation's 
permission to hold this amount until we can 
determine more d e l y  what service we can best 
render with it. The Steering Committee, which 
has served from the beginning, has advised on 
this project through the winter, and I personally 
have handled many inquiries which have come in 
from trade associations as the result of our 
contacts. The Steering Committee is composed of 
Ruth Savord, Linda H. Morley, Eleanor S. 
Cavanaugh, Dorothy Bemis, and myself. 
I have mingled feelings in making this report, 
regret that we were ahead of our time and the 
victims of the growing pains of N.R A., yet I 
believe that we can all take satisfaction in the 
educational job that has been done. One of 
S. L. A.'s great needs is to be known and recog- 
nized by the outside world. In our constant con- 
tacts with Washington and with important trade 
groups, we have become known, and great interest 
in library work has been stimulated. Our publica- 
tions are selling well and are a credit to us. I 
believe that noneof thiseffort has been wasted but 
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that  *e can later cash In on the good will created. 
There is still a large, fertile field for libraries 
in trade associations, and I believe that we can 
afford to be patient for another few months until 
business feels more secure and trade associations 
more sure of their future activities. 
MARY LOUISE ALEXANDER, Clrairman 
REPORT OF THE LIAISON OFFICER 
w HEN the possibilities of this office and the medium which it provides for contacting 
local Chapters is considered, it would seem logical 
t o  expect an active and enthusiaetic progress re- 
port as an annual survey of its activities. I t  is re- 
grettable, therefore, to be obliged to present a 
r6sumt5 of such brevity and so lackmg in ac- 
complishment. The reason for its limitation is, un- 
fortunately, to a great extent personal; but it also 
provides an opportunity to survey our S. L. A. 
membership with rather a critical a t t~ tude  
The Liaison Officer has prepared one Chapter 
Activities Bullefin, wh~ch Headquarters dis- 
tributed in October 1934, and one comniunication 
directed to Chapter Presidents transmitted on 
May 2, 1935, as an accompaniment to an official 
report. The first communication was an attempt 
t o  acquaint Chapters with National news of gen- 
eral interest; with local happenings of value to 
other Chapters; and w~ th  information with which 
your Association wished to famil~ar~ze its mem- 
bers. Suggest~ons were offered relative to matters 
on which it was felt assistance m~ght.be welcome. 
In this init~al Bulletin, an appeal was made for an 
expression of opinion as to what should be the 
future trend of this medium, in order to more 
genumely meet the needs of the Chapters and of 
the Association as a whole. This plea was made 
with the idea that it would be desirable to have 
a measuring-stick for the development of the 
BvMelift. There was only one response to the com- 
munication, and that becauseof a personal interest 
in thc underlaking. 
As you all know, our operations budget has 
been curtailed, and lor t h ~ s  reason, every ex- 
pend~ture must be carefully weighed. In prepar- 
ing and distributing the Chapter Aclivilics 
Bt i l le l t~~,  an expenditure is involved, and the 
publication must be made Lo justify itself. 
To keep our membership informed of activities 
in our Association and advised of how other locals 
are meeting their problems should be a valuable 
activity. SPECIAL IBRAKIES serves a definite 
purpose for us as a National organ. The local bul- 
letins arc hecorn~ng ~ncreasingly popular and have 
untloubteclly established themselves as perma- 
nent instruments Our President and our Secre- 
tary have agericles by which they communicate 
with the membership. Group Chairmen likewise 
contact Group members through their indiv~dual 
media. It would seem desirable, therefore, to hdve 
the Clraptcr Activities B7dleti)r serve ns their link 
or tie-up. This publication shouldbecontinued and 
developed; but in these days of required econo- 
mies, it isessential that it be definitely organized 
to conform to  the wishes and needs of those whom 
it is to serve. 
Will YOU, ind~vidually, let us have an expres- 
sion of opinion on this matter, so that such public 
sentment may be a gauge for the mcoming 
Liaison Officer? 
Dono~au Bsnm 
REPORT O F  THE COMMITTEE O N  THE 
ALLOCATION OF DUES AND BUDGETS 
Committee was appointed on November THE 24, 1934, to devise an equitable method for 
the allocating of Chapter dues The complete files 
of correspondence during 1934 and thc budget 
estimates of Chapters for 1935 served as the basis 
for the study. 
The Committee communicated w ~ t h  the 
Chapters to point out the possible economies, and 
also to make them acquainted with the necessity 
of changing the present system of allocation of 
dues. The problem of the Associate membership 
was also discussed with the Chapters 
On the basis of answers to this c~rcular letler 
sent to all Chapters, the Committee reported its 
findings to the meeting of the Executive Board 
and Advisory Counc~l on Tuesday, June 11, 1935. 
After thorough discussion by the entire group, 
the following plan was approved: 
THAT the present Associate Men~bership be 
discontinued as such, and that these Members 
become Local Members affiliated only w t h  the 
I ~ c a l  Chapters with no National afiliation; 
TIIAT the Associate Mcmbersh~p provided for 
in theconstitution beaNat~onal  Membership with 
dues of two dollars, giving the followmg privileges. 
1. A vote in thc Kational Association; 
2. National Group al1ili;ition; 
3. Quarterly Associate Uullet~n; 
THAT $1.00 of each $2.00 Ile returned to thc 
Chapter; 
T I N T  $1.00 of each $2.00 be retained by the 
National Association, 
THAT, In addition, Chapters receive from thc 
National Association 15% of Institutional and 
Active membership dues; and 
THAT thc whole plan be tried as an experi- 
ment for the calendar year of 1936. 
(MRS.) JOLAN M. FERTIG 
LAURA WOOIIW~RD 
HERBERT 0. BRIGIIA~I 
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REPORT O F  THE MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE 
T HE campaign for 1934-35 got off to a rather slow start, because of the new membership 
unit plan (reported in SPECIAL LIBRARIES for 
April 1935) suggested by Miss Manley to Miss 
Macrum. Nine chapters adopted the plan, live 
did not. So l~ t t le  correspondencewas received from 
theappointees, with three or four exceptions, that 
it is d~ficult  o know whether the enlargement of 
the Committees was a help or a hindrance. 
In addition to many individual letters to old, 
new, and prospective members, seven special 
series were sent out, these were all written ~ndivid- 
ually, as the use of mimeographed letters In the 
past was usually unproductive: in October, letters 
to the ten Group chairmen asking for suggestions 
for group representatives on the low1 unlts, and 
explainmg the new plm, ln October also, letters 
to 13 Chapter presidents, explaining the plan and 
asking for appointment of a Chapter-as-a-whole 
representatwe; in November, letters to all Chap- 
ter presidents, g~ving the suggested names for the 
local group representatives and asking for sugges- 
tions to fill gaps, on February 3, lettera t o  all 
Group membership appointees, with carbons to 
chairmen, listing final Group representative ap- 
pointments in local Chapters, and asklng that 
they contact them to urge g o d  work in the 
March membership drive; in February, also, a 
letter to all local membership chairmen, announc- 
ing hiarch campaign and urg~r~g good teamwork; 
on April 15, a letter to all local chairmen announc- 
ing the paid-up-by-June campaign on all mem- 
berships; and one on April 25 tp give preliminary 
figures on the new membership work and on the 
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paid-up-by-June drive, and giving the dead-line 
of blay 31. 
Three staiisiical tables, "New Members by 
Chapters, June 1934-June 1935," "S. L. A. Mem- 
bership Statistics, 1934-1935," and "Member- 
s h ~ p  Standing by Chapters," are attached. These 
were prepared by the National Secretary h a u s e  
records are now all at headquarters, but they are 
properly a part of this rewrt .  
Due t o  the great difference in size in the various 
Chapters of the Assoc~ation, it is not easy to pro- 
vide a f a ~ r  b a s ~ s  of comparison, but this year three 
d~s tmc t  phases deserve special attention. 
First is the number of new members added by 
certain Chapters; second is the increasingly high 
per captta dues or average of Institutional, Ac- 
tive, and Associate dues in the various Chapters; 
and,  third, the basis that  governs theaward of the 
Gavel IS the high percentage gain over last year in 
paid-up Active members or their equwalent. 
For noteworthy effort in adding new members, 
the  New York Chapter deserves special mention 
for the addition of 136 members, 15 of whom were 
Institutional, 52 Active, and 69 Associate, with 
average dues of $4.27. 
For recognition of broad national policies as ex- 
pressed in high per capita membership dues, 
the  Connecticut Chapter is first with $5.38. 
For special effort in n ismg the entire Chapter 
membership standmg a s  shown in a percentage 
gain of paid-up Active members or their equiva- 
lent over the preceding Convention year, the basis 
for the Annual Membership Award, the Boston 
Chapter is first with a percentage of 50.7. 
ADELINIS MACRUM 
ChaPtet 
Albany. . . . . . . . .  
Baltimore . . . . .  
Boston . . . . . .  
Cincinnati. . . . . . .  
. . .  Cleveland. 
Connecticut . . 
Illino~s. . . .  
Michigan. 
M~lwaukee . . .  
Montreal . . . .  
New York. . .  
Philadelphia . . 
Pittsburgh. . . . .  
San Francisco . . . .  
Southern California 
Members At Large 
Membership Standing by Chapters 
As of June 1,1935 
PAID 
Inst. Act. Assoc. Total Insl. Act. 
- 
- - - -  - - 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  138 479 849 1,466 6 79 
UNPAID 
Assoc. Total 
1 1  
4 7 
38 44 
10 11 
14 16 
2 
2s 33 
13 16 
3 7 
3 6 
57 79 
27 28 
6 9 
12 14 
18 21 
7 29 
- - 
238 323 
Grand 
Total 
31 
42 
336 
51 
49 
23 
109 
59 
10 
40 
528 
162 
45 
78 
65 
129 
-
1,789 
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S L. A. Mevems~r~~  STATI~TICS 
June 1, 1935 
1934 1935 
Total number of members 1,570 1.789 
lnstrtutlonal. . . . . .  128 144 
hctlve . 465 558 
4ssoc1ate . . . . . .  977 1.087 
Posslble dues. . $5.828 $6.037 
Pald-up dues . . . . . .  4,465 5,314 
Pad-up members ... 1.219 1.466 
NEW ~ C E A I D E R S  DY CIIAPTEUS 
June 1, 1934-June 1 ,  1935 
Chapter 
Albanv 
Insl. A c l ~ i c  dssoc. Total Dues 
7 15 22  s 50 
Baltlniorc. . . . . . . .  2 8 10 . 
Boston. . . . .  . 3 29 74 106 
Clnclnnatl . . . . . . . . .  .. 7 7 
Cleveland . . 2 8 10 
C o n n c c t l c ~ ~ t . .  . . . . . .  1 3 5 9 
I l l ~ n o ~ s  . . . . . .  8 13 21 
M ~ c l ~ ~ g a n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 7 8 
M~lwnukee . 
Montreal. . . . . . . . . .  
New York . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Phlladelohia 
San Frsnciaco . 
Southern ~al l forni;  ". . 
Membereat-Large.. .... 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . .  
REPORT OF C O N V E N T I O N  COMMl lTEE 
T HE Boston Chapter felt proud and honored when last December the National Associa- 
tion accepted our inv~tation to hold the Annual 
Convent~on here. We have been working busily, 
more or less ever since, in the hope that we could 
build up for the Association a Convention that 
would be professionally stimulating and occa- 
sionally, a t  least, diverting. 
The Convention Chairman appointed five sub- 
committees t o  work locally. National headquar- 
ters appomted the News and Travel Committees, 
and most of the members were Bosion people. 
The chairmen of the ten national Groups ap- 
pointed therr own program chairmen, six of whom 
were Boston members. The chairmen of our local 
committees, the six Group program chairmen, the 
chairmen of the News and Travel Comm~ttees, 
our regular Chapter officers, and a few others 
especially invited were twice called into confer- 
ence by the Convention Chairman to discuss 
Convention plans as a group. At these meetings, 
lengthy ones, we discussed fully the plans of each 
individual cornmiltee, in order to pool ideas and 
in order to have each chairman get a picture of 
the workings of the Convention as a whole. 
The general meetings of the Convention were 
planned by our Program Committee. The Group 
meetings were planned by the Group program 
chairmen. The  News Committee this year made 
an ~nnovatiori. News releases were prepared and 
sent a t  intervals as plans progressed - four 
bulletins in all - to persons especially designated 
in Chapters and Groups t o  bring this news to 
S. L. .4. members, newspapers, and lnagazlnes 
over the country Formerly releases were sent 
directly to newspapers and magazines, and 
whether they were used was problemat~cal. T h s  
year's method seems to make for a little more 
definite result. The bulletins going out regularly 
from news headquarters w ~ t h  advance mforma- 
tion have also given our publicity representa- 
tives, wherever they were, concrete material to 
work with. This year we have had also a Local 
Hospitality Committee 
The program shows that we have had three 
General Sessions (two for business), the Annual 
Dinner, twenty-five Group meetings, eighteen 
breakfast and luncheon conferences, one day 
(Harvard Day) devoted to vis~ts to special 
libraries, an  afternoon tea, an evening reception, 
and a trip to a historic spot of literary Interest. 
We plan to hand on for the use of the next Con- 
vention Committee a rather full written record of 
the organization and working out of this Conven- 
tion. We ourselves greatly felt the need of some 
records of past Conventions, and in making our 
plans we have had to work too much on mere 
conjecture. We feel that our successors may find 
our experience useful. 
In closing, may I earnestly recommend that the 
place of convention be determined each year a t  or 
soon after the Annual Meeting? 'Po make plans 
successfully for a convention, a local Chapter 
should have nearly a year in which to work. 
ELIZABETH BURRAGE 
REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL B O O K  
REVIEW INDEX COMMITTEE 
T ENTATIVE investigations having ind~cated a demand for the reissue of such a Tec1rtricrrl 
Book Rmew Index as was issued up to 1928 by the 
Pittsburgh Carnegie Library, the Technical Book 
Review Index Committee was appointed to re- 
port on this matter. A questionnaire was sent to 
the members of the Committee nnd the need for 
and the possibilities of such an index thoroughly 
discussed. The Committee considered the project 
feasible and the Executive Board's approval was 
asked for a campaign to demonstrate the possibil- 
ity of producing this service to the technical field. 
I t  was felt that by furnishing such a service, 
S. L. A. would prove of definite value to a group 
of public, college, and special libraries not now 
served to any  marked degree by any library asso- 
ciation. I t  w~l l  bring added prestige t o  the 
Association both a s  an instrument for scholarly 
research and as another evidence of the Associa- 
tion's ability to discover needs and meet them. 
I t  will once more demonstrate that, as Randall 
French said in the Library Quarlerly, "The 
librarians note a definite need for an instrument 
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to increase their efficiency in a special field and 
proceed t o  make one." 
A minimum budget for the project was worked 
out and the Executive Board decided that the 
undertaking could be self-supporting on a basis of 
300 subscriptions a t  $5.00 each, and approved the 
campaign. Artlcles discussing the development 
appeared in the October 1934 and January 1935 
issues of SPECIAL LIDPARIES. One thousand an- 
nouncement letters and order blanks were sent to 
a carefully selected list, with follow-ups by indi- 
vidual members of the Committee, with the result 
of a 33% percent return in orders, a very high 
percentage of return in a subscription campaign. 
The orders arc divided as follows: 25 percent 
from cities w ~ t h  100,000 population or over, 
22 percent from smaller cities, 31 percent from 
colleges and universities, 14 percent from special 
libraries, 3 percent from state ana county libra- 
ries, and 5 from individuals. These orders have 
been received from all but six states. 
In the meantime, careful analysis and check 
was made of the periodicals which y~elded reviews 
to the Piffsburgh Technicai Book R h ,  and a list 
of over 400 periodicals were checked from the first 
of January todiscover how many periodicals might 
yield reviews. From these a list of 200 periodicals 
most apt  to have review material was secured. 
The plan for the publication of the Index was 
worked out and a brief outline made as follows: 
Purpose. To provide condensed quotations 
from authoritative reviews of books on science 
and technology, and to act as a guide io  more 
detailed comment. 
Why Planned. To satisfy the need for more 
adequate and timely book selection aids in the 
scientific and technical fields. 
Scope. The Technical Book Rm'm Index will 
cover the reviews in 200 or more technical and 
scientific publications. 
Arrangement and Data Included. Arrangement 
will be by author: Date, publisher and price, 
where possible, will be included. Complete refer- 
ence t o  review will be given, together with 
approxima~e length and indication of trend of 
review by + or - symbols. 
How Soon Is  Book Noted? The reviews of books 
will be included in the issue of the Index next 
following their appearance. Subsequent reviews 
w~l l  be noted in later iesues. 
Specid Features. A subject index under broad 
subject  heading^, cumulating monthly; and 
author index appearing in January and June. 
Number of Issucs. The Index will appear ten 
times a year, with the volume running from 
September through June. 
Size. About 16 pages, including indexes. 
A m u d  Subscrifilion. $5.00. 
Publisher. The Techntcal Book Review Index 
will be published by the Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation, 345 Hudson Street, New York, N Y., 
and edited b) Granville Meixell, Applied Science 
Librarian, Columbia Unwersity. 
GRANVILLE MBIXELL 
REPORT OF THE CLASSIFICATION 
COMMITTEE 
T HE work of the Classification Cornmittec has been ch~efly advisory in character during 
the year 1934-35. Requests have ranged from 
s~mple  questions on standard library classifica- 
tions to questions of creating new classifications 
to meet the nccds of a specific field. 
Many requests for information have been on . 
insurance, sociology, and art The survey on 
lantern slide and plate classificatio~~s, made by 
the Museum Group for the Classification Com- 
mittee, has been of great value. Regional plan- 
ning, finance, and rubber libraries have come to 
us for assistance, but the most unusual request 
was for a complete classification on dogs. In this 
project the Classification Committee enjoyed the 
opportunity of helping the American Kennel Club 
, librarians make a fairly complete classification. 
W e  have not been able t o  answer every request 
in a satisfactory fashion: two requests are still 
among the unanswered, one for a detailed per- 
fume classification, the other for a classification 
for a printing form. If any one can supply us with 
these, we shall be delighted to receive them. 
In addition to the advisory work, the Classlfica- 
tion Committee has collected many new classifica- 
tions. The Commerce Group has cdperated in 
particular by sending out a quest~onnaire on 
classifications used by the  Group. The results 
should be of great value in the future. 
We have been fortunate in rece~ving a loan 
copy of parts of Mr. Bliss' classification and of the 
Harvard University Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Baker L~brary Classification. 
Some of the most interesting new additions to the 
collection are Miss Pettce's classification for reli- 
gious books; Mr. Lehmann-Haupt's classification 
of the Book Arts and Industries; Mr. Slobod's 
Extension of the Dewey System as applied to il- 
luminating engineering; the Inetitut Interna- 
tional dlAgriculture Classification Scheme of 
Agricultural Science; and Miss Penfield's Classi- 
fication for the Emergency Measures of the 
Fedval Government. 
The individual members of the Committee 
have advertised the  work of the Cornrnitte in 
their Chapters and have assisted in collecting 
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class~fications from their subject groups. Corre- 
spondence has been carried on with workers on 
the Classification Decimale Universelle. 
In closmg, the Committee wishes t o  thank all 
those S. L. A. members who have helped them 
during the past year and t o  solicit their aid during 
coming years in the work of a committee whose 
existence depends solely on library codperation. 
MILDRED . RODIE 
REPORT OF METHODS COMMITTEE 
I N THE fall of 1934 a plan of organization for the Methods Committee was adopted, based 
on the plan which had proved successful in the 
previous Methods Survey. This involved the or- 
gan~zation of a Methods Committee in each 
Chapter city, the chairman of each local commit- 
tee to be a member of the national committee. 
It was also decided in the fall to prepare quee- 
tionnaires on two main topics of library methods 
and send these to 200 representative libraries. 
The chief objective of these stud~es was to secure 
mfomatiori which would serve as a b s i s  for 
chapters in the text book on Special Library 
Methods to be written by Miss Morley. The 
topics selected for t h ~ s  year's study were "The 
Management and Service of Special Libraries" 
and "Publicity for Special Libraries " 
In November, the chairman of the Methods 
Committee worked out a questionnaire on the 
general administration of special I~braries, based 
on the questions which had been used in the New 
York Methods Clinic. This questionnaire was or- 
ga11i7ed under such headings a s  Plan of Opera- 
tion; Types of Service and Clientele, Collections 
and Organization; Regulations and Procedures, 
Library Work; Records and Costs; Activities 
Outside of Informational and Library Service; 
Use of Library Statistics; and the Value of Li- 
brary Service, wh~ch mcluded about 165 questions 
and subdivisions. 
A selected list of 200 libraries t o  which these 
questionnaires were to be directed was also com- 
piled in Eiovernber. The selection was made from 
the 1925 Directory for two reasons It was 
thought we would thus get the names of the older 
and better established libraries, and the new 
directory was not yet ready for use. Both the l ~ s t  
of libraries and the tentative questionnaire were 
sent to New York for checking and revision. But 
h l~ss  hlorley and her cornhittee found their tasks 
of compiling thc Directory and other projects so 
much more formidable than expected that there 
was no opportunity for attention to the Methods 
study until spring. Then it was real~zed that it 
would be impossible to circularize the libraries, do 
the follow-up work, compile the information and 
make any adequate report for this meeting. 
Therefore, a t  the suggestion of the President, the 
work was dropped for this year with the idea that 
a new committee could take up the project early 
in the coming year and proceed, with very little 
loss of effort, on the basis of the list and question- 
naire already prepared - thus havmg a full year 
t o  accomplish the desired results. I t  is the recom- 
mendation of the Committee that t h ~ s  be done. 
R u m  G. NICAOLS 
REPORT O F  THE EMPLOYMENT 
COMMITTEE 
T HE Employment Committee has been avail- able t o  all members of the Association, and 
to others wishing t o  enter this field, every work- 
ing day of the past year. And each day has 
brought one or more appl~cants for consultation 
on personal problems. 
One hundred and nine new registrants have 
called We have a total of 380 persons on our list 
of applicants a t  the present time. Of this number, 
144 are now employed but hope for better oppor- 
tunities, while 236 are entirely without present 
employment. Forty-seven names have been 
dropped from our active list for various reasons. 
During the same pe;iod of 12 months, the 
Con~mittee has received requests from 29 em- 
ployers to fill library positions demanding special 
qualifications. The Committee has attempted to 
find the best qualified special I~bmrian for each 
opening and has recommended from one to seven 
applicants, a s  judgment dictated, for each posi- 
tion. The types of positions offered varied from a 
low-grade clerk t o  librarian in charge of a collec- 
t~on.  Interestingly enough, there was not a single 
request for a cataloger but a number for file organ- 
izer and file clerks, an indexer, an abstractor, and 
three positions as reference worker. The highest 
salary offered was $2,300, another at $2,000, and at 
$1,800, and all others below that figure w i ~ h  the 
average a t  $25 a week, and several as low as $20. 
Of the 29 positions which came to the Com- 
mittee, we succeeded in having our candidates fi l l  
14 of them. Some few of these were temporary 
positions Unfortunately, as many as eight of the 
positions proved to be will-o-the-wisp. 
Your Cornmittce's work centers In New York 
as the Chairman is located there, but every local 
Chapter except Baltimore and Cincinnati has this 
year an employment committee chamnnn who 
has cooperated In the national work. We have 
registrants from all parts of the country. The 
openmgs wh~ch we have attempted to fill have 
most of them occurred In New York City, but a 
few came from New York State and from New 
Jersey, and somc from n southern slate. 
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From early in the summer until late in the yew, 
December, the Employment Committee was 
much encouraged by the number of requests for 
new positions which came to us. Again there oc- 
curred a very decided drop In the demand for 
speaal librarians, and for five months we seem to  
be lolling on a quiet atream. We can not predict 
what the future may have in store for us. 
Our year's record of employment is equal t o  
that of last year, a trifle better, and not as bad a s  
the previous year 1932-33. The increase we had 
hoped for has not materialized yet, but the condi- 
tions are slightly better than at the worst of the 
depression for librarians. 
All those librarians who were employed on 
C. W. A. and E. R. B. (Federal pay) rolls of last 
ycar were continued on them during this year. 
The Employment Committee, which has func- 
tioned continuously for 11 years under the same 
cha~rman, has registered in that period 1,723 - 
that number represents nearly t he  present total 
membership of the Association. 
This Committee has aided the membership 
work t o  the extent of seven active and fifteen 
associate members added this year. 
Your Committee has cobperated with the 
American Library Association in employment 
work, and with several state and local associa- 
tions which have requested it and with several 
individual public libraries. Our correspondence ia 
considerable as may be judged by the fact t ha t  we 
have spent $30 on postage, such funds supplied 
by S. L. A. The clerical and stenographic work 
involved has been volunteered,without expense to 
the Association. 
REBECCA B. RANKIN 
Why Sueh an I n c r s r d  
The best books were offered to our own mem- 
bers this year by their regular listing in SPECLU 
LIBRARIES. 0 t h  lists appeared in The L~brory 
Journal for March 1, 1935, A. L. A. Blrlletb for 
April 1935, and Wilson Bulletin for April 1935, as 
well a s  In Chapter Bulletma of Montreal, New 
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Sauthern 
California. Lists were sent Lo all Chapters, but the 
others were unable to include then1 in their bulle- 
tins. The  Wisconsin Library Commission included 
a list in a circular letter to l~brar~ana in that state, 
and the Kansas Travelling Library Comm~ssion 
circulated a list through that state. A general note 
about the Committee appeared in Industrial Arts 
Index. 
Local Chapters have participated to a much 
greater extent this year than heretofore. Chapter 
representatives on the  National Committee have 
exchanged bwks  locally, and then turned over to 
the National Cha~rman material not used within 
the Chapter. 
More Group activity has also been evident. A 
list of medical publications coming to the Na- 
tional Chairman was turned over to the Biologi- 
cal-Sciences Group and a list of scientific periodi- 
cals offered by a chemical library was gwen to the 
Science-Technology Group. 
h e f i b  lo S. L. A. 
Aside from the actual books given to more than 
100 members of the Association, there are several 
benefits t o  the Association as a whole. Tanglble 
results are more memberships. To  those request- 
ing material from The Library Journal, A. L. A. 
Bulletin. and Wilson BuUeLin, the National 
Chairman, in acknowledging the request, ex- 
OF EXCHANGE plained the benefits of subtrribing to SPECIAL COMMITTEE LIBIMRTES for better duplicate exchange lists. 
S INCE September 1934 over 2,2W books and Four libraries have already taken active member- pamphlets, most of which would otherwise ships, and several others are pending. The Asso- 
have been relegated Lo the waste basket, were ex- ciation has been introduced in this way to nearly 
tended in their usefulness, an increase of 68% 200 small colleges and public libraries. 
over last year. 
Two hundred and fifty-four libraries - whose 
size and limited use restr~cted their expenditures 
-have enlarged their collections with these 
books, 131% increase over last year. 
This included 100 special libraries, 72 schods 
and colleges, 64 publ~c libraries, 6 statelibraries, 9 
Federal government bureaus, and 3 penitentiaries. 
Librariesinall buttcn statesbenefited by thework. 
This was all made posstble by the bmks sup- 
plied by 60 libraries - bwks which otherwise 
would have been discarded or given to local public 
libraries which are deluged with duplicates al- 
ready. Only 37 libraries participated last year. 
What About ths Future? 
More Group act~vity will be beneficial to our 
members. I should like to see a representative 
from each Group on the Committee We could 
then function not,only locally through Chapters, 
but also by Interest through Groups. 
By developing such publ~city as we have had in 
the past -in SPECIAL LIBRARIES and other library 
per~odicals, and by circulating hsts through state 
library comnlissions and every other available 
channel, more attention will be focused up011 the 
Association with subsequent memberships. 
(MRS.) MILDRED C. CHA~IBERLIN 
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What Each National Group 
During the Year 
STUDY of the Group reports shows the value A of this classified sub-organization in the 
Association. It is interesting to see the differences 
in lines of development, due to the variation in 
the needs of the different types of libraries. 
Following is a brief summary of the work 
which has been carried on: 
Ciuic-Socd Group - MRS. LUCILE L. KBCK, 
Chairman 
~ h d  work of the year has been on three projects, 
which will be briefly described. A Committee on 
Public Documents has cdperated with the cor- 
responding A. L. A. Committee in efforts to en- 
courage Public and Municipal reference libraries 
in c~tles of over 100,000 population to undertake 
an exchange of documents with other libraries. 
You mw Miss Hollingsworth's article on this 
subject in the April number of SPECIAL LIBRA- 
RIES. The next step is the final revision of the 
model ordinance which has been prepared and its 
presentation to municipal officials by the national 
association of public administration associations. 
A Committee on k l a l  Welfare subject headings 
has begun a 1st  covering the field of public wel- 
fare, and has already prepared about 1,500 en- 
tries. The Committee will now investigate the 
extent of the demand for such a list and consider 
how to publish it. A Committee to Promote the 
Growth of Civic Libraries has published articles 
in such periodicals as Public Managcmcnt, Na- 
tional Municipal Review, and our own journal. 
An exhibit was prepared for the convention of the 
American Political Science Association last 
December. Nine hundred and eleven copies of the 
Manual, "Public Administration Libraries," have 
been sold. 
Commercc Group - KATHEEINE D. FRANKEN- 
STEIN, Chairman 
The principal activity of the year was the work 
of the Subject Heading Committee. This commit- 
tee prepared a specimen list of subject headings 
on Advertising and Merchandising, mimeo- 
graphed copies of which are available to mem- 
bers. Continuation of this work is recommended, 
MaLerial which had been gathered by the Classi- 
fication Committee was turned over to a cor- 
responding committee of the Special Libraries 
Association and forms a valuable addition to the 
central collection on the subject. Work with Miss 
Macrum on membership increase was also a fea- 
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Has Done 
ture of the year's program. The Chairman urges 
the formation of Commerce Groups within the 
local Chapters a s  an aid to the developrncnt of 
"Group consciousness." She suggests as projects: 
Methods of preserving material and the building 
up of data files for business libraries. 
Financial Croup - E L ~ ~ A B E T ~ I  1% HOLDEN, 
Chairman 
At the last Convention, the Group voted to 
sponsor a Book Review Bulletin. Investigation 
seemed t o  show that there was a lack of support 
for the project, so a questionnaire was sent out. 
The results will be presented to the Group a t  this 
Convention. The questionnaire included a re- 
quest for a list of five worth-whilebooks published 
since 1930. The returns will be used in preparing 
a supplement t o  the basic list of books, formerly 
an annual publication, but dormant since 1930. 
Work on the Subject Heading List has been con- 
tinued by Miss Burnett, and Miss Cavanaugh has 
been responsible for a Check List of Foreign 
Documents. 
Insurance Group- MRS. GRACE CHILD BEVAN, 
Chaitman 
This is one of the long-established groups. I t  
has had an important project this year - the 
preparation of a quarterly, called "Insurance 
Book Reviews." This mimeographed bulletin was 
sent to all the Insurance Group members, num- 
bering 60, and t o  Active and Institutional mem- 
bers of the Special Libraries Association who re- 
quested it. To  outsiders, a price of $.50 a year was 
charged. The mailing list includes one Japanese 
insurance library and numerous public and state 
libraries. Miss Abbie Glover headed the commit- 
tee responsible for it, and has every reason to be 
proud of its contents and appearance. The Group 
Chairman sent a letter about the annual meeting 
to insurance librarians both in and out of the 
Group; so that all who might need the help af- 
filiation would give, would be sure to hear of the 
opportunity. 
Museum Group - MRS. CLAM HARVEY 
JOSSELYN, Chairman 
Librarians of art, science, and historical mu- 
seums are included in this Group, and many types 
of librar~es are represented. Some are connected 
w ~ t h  universities or  colleges, some have public 
support, some are endowed by private funda. 
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Libraries containing collections on horticulture, 
the theatre, and medicine are numbered in the 
Group. The American Kennel Club is one of the 
four institutional members. In the seven years of 
its existence, the membership has grown to  a total 
of 114. This year the Secretary prepared duplicate 
filesof the important records of the past meetings, 
projects, and financial arrangements, so that the 
three officers may each have a set in the future. A 
quantity of material resulting from a survey of art 
and science libraries is on file a t  the Ryerson and 
Burnham Libraries in Chicago. An announcement 
of the program of the Group and the high lights of 
the general program was sent to each member. 
Newspaper GOUP -BLANCHE L. DAVENPORT, 
Chairman 
The Chairman travelled through the Southern 
States this year, visiting many libraries and find- 
ing an increasing interest manifested by the 
newspapers of that region. Local Group meetings 
have-been held this year and have stimulated a 
growth in memberehip. The main project was the 
completion of a simplified system of classification 
suitable for use in small newspaper libraries- as 
useful for clippings a s  is the decimal classification 
for books. 
Science-Technology Group - MRS. CHARLOTTE N. 
TAYLOR. Chairman 
A list of the members, now numbering 257, was 
prepared by the Secretary, Mrs. Maxwell, and 
will be given t o  members a t  the Convention, and 
mailed during the summer to those not present. 
The project for the year was the preparation of a 
Manual. Mrs. Goff reports that  she expects the 
copy t o  be ready for the S.L.A. Publications Com- 
mittee's attention in July. The outline, list of con- 
tributors, and copy already on hand indicate that 
the Gmup will have reason to be proud of it. Two 
bulletins and one convention program were sent 
out by the Chairman. The Group is so large that 
t h t  chance of personal communication with the 
members is restricted, and more bulletins are 
earnestly recommended. In this connection the 
financial situation is a problem. S L. A. funds for 
G r o u p  arc, of course, limited, and it does not 
seem democratic or desirable to limit the choice 
of officers to those in large companies or endowed 
institutions able to supply mimeograph service. 
Some plan for raining Group funda is urged. 
The  Petroleum Section has spent much time in 
foetering the Petroleum Technical Review, of 
which two numbers have appeared. This may be 
seen a t  the Information Desk. The Public Utili- 
ties librarians have been d p e r a t i n g  as is their 
custom. The Chemistry Section of 150 members 
has been boiling over w~ th  activity, sponsoring a 
list of dissertations, a list of bibliographies, a list 
of book dealers, all appearing in the Section Bul- 
letin, of which three issues have becn sent out. t\ 
Union List of Periodicals, a tremendous under- 
taking, for which 3,000 cards were typed, will be 
rcady this summer. The Rubber Committee has 
revised i ts  list of rubber periodicals and is plan- 
ning for the revision of the rubber classification. 
There are three new Groups: 
Public Business Librarians - DOROTHY G .  BELL, 
Chairman 
This Group was authorized last June. A letter 
sent to 32 libraries stressed the fact, "As public 
librarians we have problems of administration 
that differ from those of special libraries, and as 
special public librarians we have problemsnot like 
any others in our system." Seventeen members 
resulted from the circulation of the questionnaire, 
and many valuable suggestions were received. 
Biological Scidnccs - FRANK PLACE, Chairman 
Nineteen libraries decided to petition for this 
Group. A meeting was held in September, a t  
which 10 members were present. Membership 
and Convention Committees were appointed. 
Two local groups were established: one in Boston, 
which held three seminar meetings, w~th  an aver- 
age attendance of 21; one in New York, which 
held four meetings, with an average attendance of 
25. The Boston Group plans to meet every two 
months next season. Three local libraries have ar- 
ranged exhibitions for the Convention. 
University and College Departmenlal Librarians - 
DOROTHY BEMIS, Chairman 
This Group was approved in November. A 
luncheon meeting, 19 present, was held at the 
Ejstern College Librarians Conference a t  Colum- 
bia University. Ten local Chapters have named 
representatives t o  help in finding new members. 
The formation of local Groups has been urged. 
Sixty letters were sent to S. L. A. " members-at- 
large" and to non-members. In Philadelphia, a 
dinner meeting was held, a t  which the formation 
of a local Group was discussed. Eighteen at- 
tended, and five new S. L. A. members resulted. 
One meeting was held, a t  which two round table 
discussions were carried on. New York held a 
meeting attended by twenty, and SIX new S. L. A. 
members resulted. At a second meeting, the at- 
tendance was less but much interest was shown in 
the questionnaire presented, an adaptation of 
S. L. A. clinic This will be dis- 
cussed a t  the annual meeting as a possible basis 
for a manual. 
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What the Local Chapters Have Done 
~ u r i n b  the Year 
A L B A N Y  CAPITOL DISTRICT - Adcline Ma- period October 1934 t o  May 1935. Their report 
crum, Preaidont did not go into detail regarding this project. 
T HE Albany Capitol District Chapter was formed in November 1934, and a petition 
was granted a t  the Executive Board meeting of 
the S. L. A. held on February 9,  1935. During the 
year they have held four meetings, three in Al- 
bany and one in Troy, and have built their meet- 
ings around visits to libraries They now have 
two Institutional, 12  Active, and 17 Assaciate 
Members. The year was devoted to getting organ- 
ized and becoming acquainted. 
Their project was a compilation of a local 
. - 
directory 
They are hoping to have Group activities for 
hext year and also to make their 1935 project a 
"union list of periodicals." Great credit is due 
Miss Macrum for her organization of and work in 
this Chapter. 
BALTIMORE - Maria C. Brace, President 
Baltimore's year was devoted to visiting libra- 
ries in their vicinity, and an effort was made to get 
acquainted with their neighbors in Special Libra- 
ries in Washington. It was the idea of the Balti- 
more Chapter that there was the nucleus of a 
Chapter in Washington itself, and, with t h ~ s  in 
mind, Miss Alexander and Miss Cavanaugh were 
invited to a joint meeting of the Baltimore and 
Washington members in Baltimore the fifth of 
April to discuss this idea. There was a difference 
of opinion on the matter, and ~t was held over 
until the fall for further discussion. 
This Chapter reports thew list of serials and 
services under way. This list includes not only 
those by members of S. L. A of Baltimore, but 
also banks and brokerage houses in Baltimore 
that are not members of the local Association. 
The Chapter reports a balance of $11.48. 
BOSTON -James F. Ballard, President 
Boston reports 104 new members for the year; 
three of which arc Institutional, and 84 of which 
are Associate, the rest being Active. Boston's 
chief effort, aside from the Convention this year, 
seemed to be to transfer 19 Associate members 
into the Active class. Their Educational Com- 
mittee gave courses during the year on catalog- 
mg, classification, bibliography, and indexing. 
They also initiated N.R.A. projects, which pro- 
vided employment for needy librarians for the 
CINCINNATI -Mary M. Moaa, Proaident 
No report. 
CLEVELAND -Gladys R. Haakin, President 
Cleveland held four meetings during the year, 
besides the annual meeting. The first meeting was 
held in Akron, and the address was "Cobperative 
Research Libraries," followed by discussion. 
Members from Columbus, Akron, and Cleveland 
were represented a t  this meeting. 
CONNECTICUT - Laura A. Eales, President 
Connecticut, which is also a fairly new Chap- 
ter, held its meetings in different parts of Con- 
necticut, reporting one in New Britain, one in 
Torrington, and the rest in Bridgeport. Three 
other meetings were held jointly with the Con- 
necticut Libraries Association. At one meeting in 
the early spring they asked members from the 
New York Chapter to join them. Five or six from 
New York participated in this meeting. 
The projects of the Connecticut Chapter are: 
(1) Special collections in Connecticut libraries; 
(2) Bibliography of industrial and financial 
history of Connecticut; (3) A union list of peridi- 
cals. 
This Chapter issues a bulletin, and they have 
under consideration a cdperative scheme for 
binding volumes and periodicals. Libraries in 
Bridgeport, Hartford and New Haven are 
codperating. 
Balance on hand is $6.21. 
ILLINOIS - Mn. lubella kokaw Wallace, Presi- 
dent 
The attendance a t  meetings averaged over 30. 
The program for the year was built around the 
idea of the study of a special library in its relation 
t o  various fields of other activities. 
One program was on "Collection, Arrangement 
and Use of Fugitive Material." Another one wan 
on "Connection Between Special Library Work 
and General Training"; a t  this same meeting was 
discussed some of proposed legislation in Illinois 
which would affect status of libraries or librarians. 
Sixteen new members were added. 
The Employment Chairman filled two posi- 
tions. Thirty applications for positions were 
filed during the year. 
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The Chapter inaugurated a bulletin this year. 
A balance on hand of $13.88 is reported. 
M I C H I G A N  - Mrs. Louise P. Dorn, President 
T o  quote from the report of the president of 
this Chapter, it has "marked time." 
They have a membership of 17 Institulional, 
14 Active, and 25 Associate. A project in mind is a 
local directory held in' abeyance for further 
financial support. To  quote again from the report 
of the president, who says, "The Chapter needs 
some sense of coherence that some tangible work 
would give it and urges definite plan of allotments 
to be adopted." 
MILWAUKEE - Richard E. Krug, President 
Milwaukee apparently carried on during the 
year. They had talks on current events, new 
books, the secur~ties question, and finding source 
materlal in special libraries within the Chapter. 
M O N T R E A L  - Dorothy H. Humphreys, Presi- 
dent 
Montreal considered its third year one of con- 
solidating of the work of the organization and ex- 
perimentation that had been bu~ l t  up during the 
previous two years. 
One meeting was arranged with the idea of 
having the national president present. Unlortu- 
nately, this was a t  the time when our president 
was ill, and Mias Alexander took her place a t  this 
meeting. They had one round table on cataloging 
problems in special libraries Their project 
consisted of a check list of periodicals in Mon- 
treal. This is very nearly completed, and they 
report about 4,500 entries. A chart, "Statistics 
of CanadIan Commodities," has been compiled 
by a special committee consisting of Maud E. 
Martin, Chairman, and Mildred I. Turnbull, and 
has just been published under the supervision of 
the national Publications Committee. 
Montreal published a bulletin, which can be 
commended as a aample of what a local Chapter 
bulletin may be. I t  is mimeographed, has an ex- 
cellent form, and contains most adequate news 
for their members. 
They report a balance on hand 01 $14.59. 
N E W  YORK - Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, President 
New York had two ideas in mind for the Asso- 
ciation this >car. One was to devote the programs 
during the year t o  discussions of professional 
problems, and the second was to contact the 
jrounger and newer members of the Association to 
get them acquainted w~ th  themselves and the 
older members and make them feel a part ofThe 
Association. 
The New York Chapter had, during the year, 
six dinner meetin~s, one five o'clock meeting, one 
social dinner, and one joint meeting with the 
Filing Association of New York to discuss Conl- 
mon Problems." The New York Association kept 
track of the people who came to the meetings 
during the year, and found that over 200 members 
of the Association had not attended a meeting 
during the year, and that of this 200 nearly all 
se re  Associate members Next year the Associa- 
tton hopes to find out just why these members 
c o n h u e  to belong to the Assoc~ation but do not 
come to tfie meetings. 
One of the oulstandmg activities of the year, 
and one which the Board has asked me to corn- 
rnent on in deta~l, is the round-table vocational 
conference arranged by the New York Chapter, 
and held upon request of the faculty of the 
School of Library Service of Columbia Univers~ty. 
We had a list of the different types ot libraries in 
our Association sent to the Instructor who, in 
turn, passed it on to the students to check the 
type of library that  they were particularly inter- 
ested in. After this was done, we asked ten mem- 
bers 01 the Association, representing ten different 
typesof libraries, to take part in the round tables. 
It was arrangcd by having a general seasion of an 
hour and a half, a t  which all students were 
present. Miss Morley opened the meeting, and 
Miss Alexander spoke on special l~brarianship as 
a profess~on, and Miss Cavanaugh outllned the 
organization and type of work done in onespecial 
type of special library. Afterwards, the 150 
students were divided Into ten groups, each of 
whose Ieaders was one of our members represent- 
Ing that type of library, the idea being that 
the round table would last half an hour, and after 
the work of the library had been outllned the 
students asked questions. Each student was 
allowed to take in three different round tables by 
rotating in groups every thirty minutes. It was 
very interestmg to note that although attendance 
a t  the round table was not obligatory on the part 
of the students, all 150 showed up and stayed long 
past the time arranged for the conference. It was 
also interesting to note in what types of librar~es 
the students were most interested. The most 
enthusiastic and largest groups found themselves 
with the leaders ot the Museum and Newspaper 
Groups. At the conference, the students were 
invited to visit any special library in New York 
City that they might care to and that introduc- 
tions would be given and arrangements would be 
made. A great many of those availed themselves 
of this prlv~lege; and Miss Morley, who gives the 
special librar~es lecture course a t  Columbia Uni- 
versity, commented that the number of students 
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taking the special libraries course was greater in 
the February semester than previously. 
The  new members added to the Chapter during 
the year total 136, of which 15 were Institutional, 
52 Active, and 69 Associate 
There are eleven Groups and two standing 
committees in the local Chapter. Four new Groups 
were added during the year: (1) Departmental 
Librarians; (2) Biological-Sciences; (3) Cata- 
loging; and (4) Junior Conference. The Junior 
Conference Group was formed for the purpose of 
contacting and collecting newer and younger 
members in the Group and makinge them ac- 
quainted with the older members and interest~ng 
them in the activities of the Association. The 
Group was very active during the year and did 
just exactly what we hoped i t  would do. We dis- 
covered some excellent material in the Group, 
and,  as evidence that it was a worth while project, 
all the officers of the Association for the ensuing 
year were chosen from this new Group. 
PHILADELPHIA - Alfred Rigling, Chairman 
Philadelphia reports a total of 29 new members: 
of this number, two were Institutional, five 
Active, and the rest Assmiate. They report a 
local directory ready for printing with advance 
orders for $162.50. However, it is held for a 
larger guarantee before printing. 
Their Union List, which shows progress, coven 
about 27,000 titles, representing 64 special 
Libraries in Philadelphia. Twenty libraries are 
now engaged in preparing l~ s t s  of their collections. 
Eight meetings were held during the year. 
Philadelphia is unique in the fact that it has 
different types of standing committees than most 
of the groups. They have an  Advisory Committee 
which consists of six other groups which have 
their own chairman. (1) Books and Bulletin Com- 
mittee, which publishes a monthly bulletin con- 
taining notices of meetings and other notices an3 
news; (2) Classification Committee; (3) Publicity 
Committee; (4) a Placement Committee, which 
reports that they filled three openings during the 
year; (5) a Policy Committee; and (6) a Promo- 
tion Committee, whose duty it is to promote the 
Council's welfare. This Committee planned a 
joint meeting of all the librarians in the Philadel- 
phia area. They also have a University and 
CoIlege Departmental Librarians Group, this 
Group being an outgrowth from last year's Con- 
vention. This Group held two meetings, which 
were well attended. 
The  outstanding thing about the Philadelphia 
Council is their Conference Committee, initiated 
by Miss Dorothy Bemis. After the first organiza- 
tion meeting, this Group held three round tables. 
Each round table was on a d~fferent opic with a 
leader and assistant leader to keep things moving. 
The first meeting discussion was (1) Index and 
Filing; (2) Periodical Handling; and (3) Docu- 
ment Handling. Forty-five members took part in 
this round-table conference, which was well sup- 
plied with samples and illustrated material. 
The younger librarians were particularly enthusi- 
astic about these round tables. Their second 
meeting was devoted to (1) Reference questions; 
(2) Policy on lending periodicals; and (3) General 
discussion with impromptu contributions. Over 
twenty attended the second conference. This 
conference resulted in requests for further confer- 
ences next year and particularly mncerning 
"periodical problems." This seems to be such an 
excellent idea that it might well be considered by 
other Chapters that  are casting about for ways 
and means for promoting interest and fellowships 
within their own Chapter. 
Philadelphia reported a balance on hand of no 
amount. 
PlrrSBURGH - Esther E. Faweett, Pmidmt 
The Pittsburgh Chapter found round-table 
discussions t o  be popular with their memben 
during the year. The last was on "weeding." 
One member in their Association lectured a t  the 
Carnegie School on "special libraries." This same 
member held five informal "at homes" which 
were planned to make the older and newer mem- 
berg better acquainted. I t  was thought that these 
informal "at  homes" would be better for this 
purpose than the reiular planned meeting& 
SAN FRANCISCO - Margaret Miller, President 
San Francisco reports a total of 11 new mem- 
bers for the year. Of this 11, 4 were Active. The 
president reports that nearly all of the new mem- 
bers were unsolicited, they being interested 
enough t o  join on their own initiative. 
They held seven meetings during the year, 
with some including visits to libraries in the San 
Francisco Chapter, and one joint meeting with 
the students of the School of Librarianship of the 
University of California. This was the first joint 
meeting to be held with the students and was ar- 
ranged to give the students a picture of the vari- 
ous types af libraries in the San Francisco Bay 
region. Twenty-five later visited five representa- 
tive special libraries in San Francisco. 
They publish a worth-while bulletin which, 
besides reports and announcements, contains 
short descriptions of libraries in the San Francisc; 
Bay region, as well as short book reviews written 
by members. 
San Francisco reports a balance of $21.73. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA - Blanche E. Mc- 
Kown, President 
Southern California particularly speaks of the 
inspiration and cdperation that it has received 
from the National Association. They inaugurated 
a monthly bulletin Which, aside from the regular 
notices, carries descriptions of libraries in South- 
ern California and a duplicate exchange list, a s  
well a s  the national duplicate exchange list. 
They are compiling a Union List of Serials in 
libraries in Southern California, the list t o  include 
newspapers, periodicals, documents, and other 
services. They had one joint meeting with the 
Los Angeles Public Library, in order that they 
might become better acquamted with the services 
of the social-science and industrial project of the 
library. 
One meeting, which appeared very timely and 
sounded most interesting, was on the Constitu- 
tion o i  the United States which challenged the 
twentieth century capitalistic regime. 
This Chapter recommends for the next year a 
strong membership committee to go outside our 
own S. L. A. radius and bring into the member- 
ship tho& interested in Trade Aesociation activi- 
ties; gso recommended formation of Groups 
within the Chapter. 
SUMMARY OF ANNUAL REPORTS 
In summarizing the annual reports as a whole, 
it is brought out that most of them have expressed 
a desire for visits from officers of the national 
Executive Board. They feel the need of this con- 
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Snips and Snipes Goes to Boston 
Dear Ursa: 
H E R E  I sit conlpletely buried under a mass of booklets, pamphlets, leaflets, lists, maps, 
notes and a card to the Boston Public Library 
Reception, trying to marshal my memories and 
this printed avalanche into Bome kind of order all 
for your benefit. I wish you'd go t o  a convention, 
Miss Minor, and write me about it for a change. 
Well, perhaps you'll get to Montreal next year. 
By the way, we've some good orators on the new 
Executive Board. At their &st meeting President 
Stebbins - you'll have to get yeed to both Presi- 
dent Savord and Resident Stebbins in this letter 
- was hot for Baltimore and Mrs. Fertig equally 
eloquent for Montreal. Each argued so persua- 
sively for his and her choice that  in the end Presi- 
dent Stebbins voted for Montreal and Mra. 
Fertig for Baltimore1 
T o  get back to 1935. Boston's rather special, 
you know. You get lost, the traffic's like nothing 
1 2 t  
tact, and those who mention it express a desire 
that this may be accomplished. 
Two of the Chapters have developed conference 
groups to contact the younger members of the 
Association. Three of the Chapters spread the 
gospel by meeting and holding conferences with 
library school students within their vicinity. 
Round-table discussions on professional prob- 
lemsseem to be a vital part of each Chapter's year. 
All Chapters, with a few exceptions, get a great 
deal out of v~siting other special libraries m their 
vicinity. 
Union lists of periodicals and local Chapter di- 
rectories seemto bethe main projectsof the group. 
Nine chapters publish bulletins. 
I t  is evident from the programs of some of the 
Chapters that they are not planned in advance a t  
the first of the year, and have no particular 
continuity. While this type of program undoubt- 
edly ia interesting, it is questionable as to whether 
an entire year of programs of this type is worth 
while to the membera. Other Chapter programs 
are quite definitely planned, and a t  theend of the 
year add up to professional results. 
It is interesting to note that in spite of all the 
discussion on dues and budgets, most of the 
Chapters ended the year with balances on hand. 
One or two had quite a substantial balance. And, 
in this connection, it is also noted that the Chap- 
ters which had balances on hand and had smaller 
budgets than some of the other Chapters, have 
accomplished a great deal more during the year 
than thoae who had larger budgets. 
else on this earth, the streets - mon dieu, the 
streets, but Boston gets you and holds you and 
you want to return to it and do it again. I hope 
Boston S. L. A. will want us, because they a r -  
tainly were swell hosts and did themselves proud. 
Miss Burrage was the perfect convention chair- 
man, always on the job, and always pleasant, no 
matter how many clamorees were about. Her 
committees come in for kind words, too. You 
should have seen the hospitality gals. They went 
around with white ribbons and daisies. I know 
they were good because I borrowed stamps off'n 
one af them. 
As usual you'll want t o  know who was there. 
Since there were 328 registered, I can tell you of 
only a few whom I knew or knew by sight. In the 
first place practically all of Boston; Pres~dent 
Stebbins, Mr. Ballard, Mr. Redstone, Mr. Alcott, 
Mr. Lee who did the "Guide to Boston" and the 
"Directory of Special Libraries in Boston and 
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Vicinity," Mr. Handy, Miss Davenport, Boston's 
new president, Miss (Local Arrangements) Sulli- 
van, Janie Henderson, Dorothy Humphreys, 
Maude Martin, all of Montreal. Mr. and Mrs. 
Bevan, Miss Ealcs, Rosamond Cruikshank, 
President Savord, Dorothy Bemis, Mr. and Mrs. 
Pettit el fils, Laura Woodward, Sue Wuchter, 
Mrs. Dorn, the New York contingent beginning 
with Admiral Alexander and ending with Eliza- 
beth Wray. Elsie Rackstraw, Miss Bretherton 
and Dorsey Hyde of Washington are only a few of 
the people I ran into. Oh, and I finally saw but 
didn't meet Mrs Fertig. Irene C. Cloud got the 
rose geranium for coming the longest distance - 
Los Angeles, and Ruth Canavan the goober for 
the shortest - from the Statler Building next 
door t o  the hotel. Dear me, I almost forget t o  aay 
that  Mr. Brigham was there in top form. He col- 
lected previous Convention attendances on little 
slips, and were they revealing! 
If you studied the program, you'll know how 
full the days were. Meeting of groups, meeting 
of regular committees, meetings of spontaneous 
committees, meetings of protesters, meetings of 
upholders, masculine meetings, feminine meet- 
ings, mixed meetings. Meetings in bars, meetings 
in Armenian restaurants, meetings in rooms 
(Miss Manley and Miss Potter met in the Edi- 
tor's room a t  half-past one on Thursday night 
only t o  be interrupted by the hotel policeman who 
reminded Miss Manley sternly that her door 
should be locked a t  that hour!). Meetings in 
President Savord'a suite sans shoes, meetings in 
P. S.'s suite with shoes. Being a Nosey Parker, 
my deep regret is that I could be in only one place 
a t  one time. Consequently, I can merely report 
on my meetings. They were interesting and, from 
hearsay, the others, official and otherwise, were 
too. 
I'm sorry that the 6.v. of d. called me back 
home before the Thursday and Friday business 
meetings, for all hands report "swell." Plaudits 
went around pretty generally for President Sa- 
vord. Editor Manley had some words about 
advertising in SPECIAL LIBRARIES, which you 
and your mess-mates had better read, and take 
t o  heart when they're prrnted. 
You haven't for a moment gotten the idea from 
the  above that the Convention was only meet- 
ings? h7e went very soc~al on several occasions. 
Tuesday was Harvard Day with all the wonder- 
ful libraries and museums to amble through and 
luncheon a t  the Faculty Club. At this point I'll 
break down and talk; I did go to see the glass 
flowcrs a t  Peabody after all. They're marvelous. 
Tea, Thursday, a t  the new Christian Science 
Publishing Society Budding. The special treat 
there was a huge glass globe. Since my infor- 
mation is second-hand, absorbed while Nell-with- 
an-e Barmore was describing the globe to a group 
who asked too many questions she couldn't an- 
swer, I am a bit weak on details. But a t  any rate, 
the globe is thirty feet in diameter, one walks 
through the middle of it, and sees the nations of 
the world in relation t o  each other. I t  must be 
truly remarkable. The Boston Public Library 
held a reception on Thursday night, so that the 
lucky ones who stayed could see the rare treasures 
which the Library has collected. Friday night 
ended it all with a dinner a t  Longfellow's or 
Ford's - as you prefer - Wayside Inn. 
You'll wonder why I skipped the Banquet. 
Well, it deserves a paragraph all to itself. As you 
remember, i t  came Wednesday night and all in 
our best we assembled. And, mirabile dictv,  I t  
Began On Timel Mr. Redstone was toastmaster 
and several speakers gave short, witty and 
pointed addresses. The Speaker of the Evening 
was Profesmr Anton de Haas who had the over- 
powering eubject, "Financial and Economic 
Problems of Europe." He was a delight, a joy, 
and the high epot of the Convention for me. All 
during his speech the head table took frequent 
and, as they hoped, surreptitious glances a t  the 
door. His Excellency the Governor of Massachu- 
setts was due, overdue and a t  last past due. We 
left the dining room. Waiters cleared tables and 
stacked chairs. As we gossiped in the lounge, Mr. 
Ballard's clarion voice rang out, "The Governor's 
coming Everyone back in to the Georgian 
Room." In marched the Governor with two aides 
and took his place a t  the long uncovered table 
and, without batting an eye, gave his speech. If 
you know what a dismantled banquet room looks 
like immediately after the fray, you'll admire his 
aplomb as much a s  we did. 
Now I must close. Needless t o  say, I haven't 
told you half of what I set out to. But the Conven- 
tion was so alive and full, such a gathermg of in- 
terested people that  it's hard t o  capture its spirit. 
"Convention Patter," published each day for us 
by the Boston Chapter, was a nice touch and a 
good tie-binder. I hope some one shows you her 
copies. 
Now for a nice anti-climax. When Miss Clarke 
and Mr. Stebbins were finishing up last bits on 
Saturday, they had to leave the S. L. A. office for 
a few moments. When they returned, our office 
door bore the sign, "Retail Tobacco Dealers 
Association." Sic tran~it  gloria mundil" 
Faithfully yours, 
SNIPS'AND SNIPES 
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Publications of Special Interest 
Anderson, S h n d .  Puzzled America. Scribner, 
N. Y. 1935.303 p. 52.50. 
Imwrmnal short aketches that dve. In dlrect language. 
the puzzled, courngmua and hopeful attitude toward cur- 
rent conditions, of pldn menand women, in different sectlona 
of the country. Helpful in underatanding the essential value 
of a propram for social sccuntjr. 
Bankson. R. A. Klondiie nugget. Caxton Print- 
ers, Caldwell, Idaho. 1935. 349 p. 52.50. 
A ~ictureaque, vivld record of the estabilshment of a 
newspawr in Alaska, and the varied and atlrring acllv~tlcs 
centering on 1ta product~on. Many effective selections from 
its mlumns are induded, aa well as Ulustratlons of Dawson 
City in that period. A colorful picture of an eventful period. 
Boyd, T. A. Research: pathfinder of sciance and 
industry. Appleton-Century, N. Y. 1935.334 p. 
52.50. 
A readable description, with much illustrative incident, of 
the part research plays In the development of Industry. 
Includea practical dlscuwion of laboratory development, and 
the quallficatlona. training and rcmunerat~on for rescarch 
workers. Interesting. A good bibliography a &en. 
Brewer, R. A. Delightful divmion; the whys and 
wherefores of book collecting. MacmiUan, 
N. Y. 1935.328 p. S3.W. 
A mude to an  interesting t~ohhy In which "first edlt~ona" 
and other collectlnr features are treated In a ulmple yet 
scductive atyle, certain to stimulate the acquinitive tralts 
Gmd ~llustrations Indudes a glossary, and a list of 600 firbt 
editlons with dates and approximate value#. Well indexed 
Carfurright, M. A. Ten years of adult education. 
Macmillm, N. Y. 1935. 234 p. 52.00. 
A general aurvey of a recently much-&scussed edumtlonal 
field, and one that  haa pmnded numerous projects for 
Carnepie Corporat~on erpenditures. 
Chamberlain, R. W. There is no truce. Macrnil- 
lan, N. Y. 1935.426 p. $3.50. 
T h ~ r  life of Thomas Molt Oaborne ia a vivid, appeallnn. 
and human record of one of the moat fascinating characters 
of rcccnt years. A barn fighter; h ~ s  pollt~cal acttvlties. his 
pasalonate interest ~n prlmn reform and other stens m 
mc~ological progreed, as wcll as Ins delightful home and 
mclal contacts, are ail presented effectively by a warm but  
fair minded frlcnd. A book that should not be mlseed. 
Chapman, J. M, Concentration of banbig. 
Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y. 1934.404 p. 55.00. 
Valuable for intenawe study of banking problems Con- 
tains a wealth of statistical matter in tabular and p r a ~ h l c  
form, and a summary of laws and rullnns eKecting d e v e l o ~  
ment of unlt, chain, group and branch banklng. Selectwe 
bibliography induded 
Douglas, P. H. Controlling depressions. Norton, 
N. Y. 1935. 286 p. 53.00. 
A clear and able discussion, givlngan llluinil~atinrandyais 
of the causes, and a sllmulat~ng program for the control of 
depressions. The chapters on public works and fiscal pollcy. 
a managed banking system, and wage policy and depres- 
alons. are part~cularly Lntereatlng. An lnvlgoratlng book by 
one who has had the tralnlng and experience to treat the 
subject adequately. 
Ellis, J. C. Travel through pictures. Fnron, 
Boston, Mass. 1935.710 p. 56.00. 
An Index to pictures In the leading illustrated magazines 
nnd many travel bwka. arranged al~habetlcally by country, 
nnd then by place. A cross reference list la induded A truly 
imprcrslve piece of work particularly useful In Its relation to 
maadnes.  It will do much to upcdite ~lluatrative ref- 
erence work. Supplements with, pocmbly, a better selcctlon 
of bmks would be welcome 
English, G. L. Getting acquainted with min- 
erals. Mineralogical Pub. Co., Rochester, 
N. Y. 1934. 334 p. $2.50. 
An excellent introductory manual and simple guide, 
particularly useful for museum hobby groups but 
valuable for any collection where a brief but authorita- 
tive iqtroductlon i s  needed. Many clear ~Ilustrations. 
Includes gmd descriptions of many m~nerals as  well a s  
an identification Ilst and a pronouncing vocabulary. 
Everett, Samuel. Democracy faces the fu- 
ture. Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y. 1935. 
279 p. $2.50. 
An unusually fine, and clear survey of our contern. 
porary social and economlc prohlcms While free from 
weighty, and lnvolved statements the dlscursion IS 
amply documented. The author recognizes, and cher. 
 shed the round features of our national heritage al. 
though Indicating fairly, and directly the pressing 
necessity for change along many Ilnes. Includes a 
part~cularly ~nterestlng bthhography. 
Giles, Roy. Your money and your life insurance. 
Harper, N. Y. 1935. 142 p. $1.50. 
A remarkably clear and aimpie expadon  of life lnaurance 
for the average man and woman. Wntten by an executive 
who mw the Importance of life Insurance, and studied ~t for 
his own uses. A glossary la ~ncluded. 
Haines, H. E. Living with books. Columbia Univ. 
Press, N. Y. 1935. 519 p. $4.00. 
The art of book selection sk~llfully presented by one who 
knows and loves the subject The general mtroduction is 
part~cularly helpful for its analysls of basic principles. 
Whlle book selection by speclai librarians is not discussed 
ner ee, these general pnnclples can bc studled profitably. 
Many llsts and bibliographicnl references are included as 
well aa an excellent Index. 
Harding, T. S. Popular practice of fraud. 
Longmans, N. Y. 1935. 383 p. $2.50. 
An extremely interesting, easlly read d~scussion o f  
fraud in advertt~lnp throufihout the world, and in all 
ages but principally concentrating on recent years, in 
the United States Includes thorough d~scussion of  
the Federal Governmrt~t, and food and drug legisla- 
tion as well a6 various consumer agcncles particularly 
Consumer Research Thc omlssion of an index is II I I IC~I  
to be regretted. Gives many b~bl~onraphical references. 
Harwood, E. C, and Francts, B. H. Insurance and 
annuities from the buyer's point of view. 
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American Institute for Economic Research, 
Cambridge, Mass. 1935. 186 p. $2.50. 
Written for the average man who ia not especially trained 
In mnthematss and finance. Both ideas and Important cost 
compnnsona are presented clcarly and aimply. Tcchnlcai 
words and the more com~lexaapects of the subject have been 
avoided, but the book will require thoughtful consideration 
and study. 
Haslett, A.  W. Radio round the world. Cam- 
bridge Univ. Press, N. Y. 1934. 203 p. 
$1.75. 
A clear, and understandable discussion of a scientific 
subject for the average man. The leaders In its de. 
velopment, and the great events in the history of radio 
are well covered and the possible applications of radio 
in diverse fields adequately treated. 
Hill, D .  S. Control of tax-supported higher 
education in the United States. Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, N. Y. 1934. 385 p. Gratis. 
A general discussion of the relation of the state 
toward higher educat~on with a chapter on the status 
of such regulation for each state. Includes brief atatis- 
tical note on the economic feature. of the states. 
Howe, Quincy. World diary, 1929-1934. Mc- 
Bride, N. Y. 1934.403 p. $3.50. 
A month by month record of five momentous yearn, pre- 
sented through clear, concise and caustlc comment by the 
editor of the Living Age A vlvld and ~lluminating, though 
probably blazed record. Each year's events are summarized. 
A chronology la Included as well aa an  index of individuda. 
nublmtlons but not countries. Many reproductions of 
cartoons from publlcatlona here and abroad are niven. 
Jones, Z. C. Bottom rail. Revell, N. Y. 1934.96 p. 
$1.00. 
Simple little addreasen giving the educated Negro'a r e a e  
tlon to twenty-five yeara' work in developing the Piney 
Woods Country L i e  Sebml in Missimppi. An encouraging 
yet frank dlseumon. 
Kmfman, M. 2. How to run better sales contests. 
Harper, N. Y. 1935.231 p. $3.50. 
A manual designed to aupply, and stimulate new methods. 
whlch will put over a good contest. Amply rllustrated with 
facsimile reproductions of printed material for contest use. 
Includes a 41-point check llat for conteat plannmg. Some 
caw histories given but little on results of contesta. 
Kennedy, A. I. and Farra, Kathryn. Social 
settlements in New York City. Columbia 
Univ. Press, N. Y. 1935. 610 p. $5.00. 
An analysis of the activities of eighty representative 
settlements in New York, givlng comparative data on 
the present status of work m such different fields .a 
boys' and girls' cluhs, ar ts  and crafts activities, per- 
sonal servlce, health, teaching English and citizenship, 
etc. I t  provldes an impresswe summary of the extent 
of thls work, and many suggestions for use tn other 
cities. The reconimendations for activities to be re- 
duced or discontinued are vitnl everywhere. The section 
on organization, and administration make profitable 
reading. 
Larrabee, C. B. How to package for profit; a 
manual of packaging. Harper, N. Y. 1935. 222 
p. $3.50. 
Results of an  expert study on the use of packages In 
merchandlslng, rhomng new developments and trcnda in 
t h ~ s  field. Special conalderation mven color, typography, 
contalners, etc. 
Leonard, J. N. Tools of tomorrow. Viking Press, 
N. Y. 1935. 320 p. $3.00. 
A phllosophlcal discussion of the devclonmcnt of power, 
and the use of metals, and rnachlnes in relation to human 
progrcaa presented in trrms clear to the layman. An enaross- 
Ing book that tends to dispel Ignorance, with Its treatment of 
fundamental prlnclples rather than lnadental phases. 
Lough, W. H. and Gainsbrugh, M. R. High-level 
consumption; its behavior; its consequences. 
McGraw-HiU, N. Y. 1935. 357 p. $4.00. 
How much have American consumers spent In past yeam 
for each of 249 different items' Have instalment account* 
and permnal loans enlarged consumers' spendlng power? A 
comprehensive and fartual study. Many tablea and charts 
given as well as  numerous references to other publicat~ona. 
Appendii includea detailed table by ltema of consumers 
apendlnsa from 1909-1931, and caustic cnticism of Brook- 
ings' "Amenca'a Capacity to Consume." 
Pomfret, J. E. Geographic pattern of mankind. 
Appleton-Century, N. Y. 1935. 443 p. W.00. 
An engrosdng picture of the effect of climate, and towif- 
raphy on the development of mankind with an  amarlng 
amount of illuatratrve detall. A general dlscunsion of nrimary 
laws of clmate, precedes a dctalled consideration of each 
continent, and its geographic dlvidonr Anndmlrable, and In 
mme casea, the d~seuealon of Rueala for example. an  aci t lng 
presentation. Well Indexed and moat comprehensive. 
S m 4  V. R. I knew 3,000 lunatics. Farrar & Rine- 
hart, N. Y. 1935.280 p. 52.50. 
Three yearn in a large insane asylum provide the material 
for a sane, understanding interpretallon by a staff physician. 
A classllication of the different dlasea of insanltv ~lluatrated 
by cams is given. Altogether book that al i~uld help In 
providmg underntandlng treatment of this problem by 
laymen. 
Spengler, E. H. and Klein, Jacob. Introduction to 
business. McGraw-Hill, N. Y. 1935. 84-4 p. 
54.00. 
A general disfuealon useful not only for firat year college 
work, but for any reader who wants a n  introduction to all 
types of businem procedure. Gives chapters on murcea of 
informatlon supplemented by excellent deecriptlve lint In 
appendix. Many blbllogrnphical referenms. 
Squire, A. 0. Sing S i  Doctor. Doubleday, Gar- 
den City, N. Y. 1935. 309 p. 52.50. 
A atralghtlorward record, mmetimea caustic. always sane 
and constructive. Twenty-five years' contacts aRorded o p  
portunity for atudy and interpretation that w e n  fully 
utdizcd The resulting theorlea about capital punishment. 
the f o m s  of law and order and contributing causea of crime 
descrve careful attentron. Interesting, full of vivld incident 
but free from rcnmtlonuliam 
Stieff, F. P. Government of a great American city. 
H. G. Roebuck & Son, Baltimore, Md. 1935. 
391 p. $2.50. 
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A detailed description of Baltlmore'a city government. 
glvlng much specific information on snlanes, expenditures 
and other statistlol dntr. An interesting lllustratlon of a 
clty's many respnsrbdltiea. The nrrangement of the ma- 
terlal Is not consistent slnce each department Is descrlbcd b y  
a dlllercnt authority. Poorly Indexed but  goad deserintive 
table of contents 
Thomas, M a r y .  Dictionary of embroidery stitches. 
Morrow, N. Y. 1935. 243 p. $2.00. 
Over three hundred varieties of stitches deacrlbed and ac- 
companred by clear ~nstructlon, detailed worklng drawings. 
and by photographs of snmplcrs. Entcrtalning marnlnal 
aketchcs accompany the text The Ilst is alphabetically 
arranged, and followed by a list of the stitches nroulred by 
effective uses The work is baaed on utensrve reaearch i n  
hbraries and museums. 
VonKoerber,  Lenku. Soviet Russia f igh t s  crime. 
Dutton, N. Y. 1935. 254 p. $3.00. 
A study of the prlean system made by a German woman 
wit11 a knowledge of the German penal system The out- 
standing ~mpresslon la of the concentrated ellort to  develop 
the prisoners through education, mechanical tralnina, and 
opportunity, into qualified members of the factory working 
claaa after release. An amazing regenemtion seems to be 
elected by these melhoda. 
Ware, C. F. Greenwich village: 1920-1930. 
Houghton, Boston, Mass. 1935. 508 p. $4.00. 
A done analysis of l ~ f e  In this section of New York with 
cngroraing detall relating to Ita meid, ethmc, polltlcal and 
rcllg-ious aspects. The ahllful collection and mterpretatlon of 
data provide a valuable and illumlnating text for the atu- 
dent of mcial movements or community envlronnlents 
More vlvld than Middletown. ~t meets the same need for 
contemporary studies. 
Wells, John and Enid. You eanf i  it. David K e m p ,  
N. Y. 1935. 480 p. $2.50. 
A practical encyclopedia of llome repairs written clearly 
enough to be useful to the non-technical but with many 
auaaestlona for the aklllful jack-of-dl-ttades. Particularly 
helpful in the thoroughly modernized house. Refreshrngly 
frank in the use of manufacturers' names. 
WinglFeld-Slral/ord, Esmh. New minds for old. 
Macmillan, N. Y. 1935.460 p. W O O .  
A m e t r a t i n g  and clarifying Lacumon of the a r t  and 
sdence of mind training. of idimie value to the special 
bbrarian in any field for i ts  direct pusollpl appUcatlon. A 
mt ty ,  stimulatina nnd pmvaative guide to the fine art  of 
living. 
Wintdch, J. T. Early American books and print- 
ing. Houghton, Boston, Ildoaa. 1935. 261 p. 
S2.50. 
A delightful book with opedfic informatlon about  the 
mulleat boob. printed In or  about the United Stat-, 9 r c  
scnted in a dear and pleadng manner, No scpup te  b!b- 
Iiography but  many rdcrencm induded In text. Comprc- 
benalve i n d a  Thin volume combined with Brewer. m a k a  
the pleorurrs of k t  collecting all toa n p v n t .  Particu- 
larly helpful for hatoric collectionr 
NEW 
Business 
Books 
E R E  are six new and revised books that arc H rdcally - adapted for u r  in public l~brvles 
school and buslness llbranes. All of these volume; 
llave k e n  written In a pract~cal and casy-ti- 
understand manner by quahfied authontles They 
ore str~ctlv un-lo-date. are fullv lndcxerl. 2nd n ~ e  
~ ~ ~ - -  - ... 
gold. Libraries are entltled to our special 20% 
dlacount from prices allown. 
Economlca of Business: W~llard J Graham 
A.M., Ph.D.. C PA.. Associate Profe~~or  i 
Accounting. Scl~ool o l  Buslnclu, The Unl- 
vemty of Chtcaco Pdce $2.00. 
Contentr: Stages of Eanomlc Devcla~rnent xn 
Ennland ~d In the Unltcd Statca. Seeetallzntion m Prductlon Acth Ity. Organlzatlon for Manufxturlng 
and Markctmg F l n ~ c l a l  Orgnnlzntlou Or lrnlrnLlon 
of Trmswrtatlon. Fundarncntal ~ m o o h l c  krtnciplcs Conaumptlon. Prductlon Value and Price D~stnbu- 
tlon Inrernatlond T r u e  and F o r c f ~  E x c h w e .  
Taxntmn, etc. Indrr 
Commercial Lnw: Chamberlain-revlsed by 
Raymond V Cradlt B S. A.M of theschool 
of ~uslneri .  The '~n ivk i t ; '  of Chlcago. 
Prlce $2.00. 
Theory a n d  h c t l c e  of Accountln$: Bell - 
revired by Willard 1. Graham. A.M., Ph.D., 
C.P A., A~uociate Professor of Accounting. 
School of Business. The Umverattv of 
Chlcano. Pnce $3.50. 
F l n n n c h l  Mnnngernent: McKinsey - revised 
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